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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Powder metallurgy (PM) combined with hot isostatic pressing (HIP), or PM-HIP, is an advanced 
manufacturing technology (AMT) being developed for manufacturing nuclear power plant (NPP) 
components, including large components used in the manufacture of the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) of 
light-water reactors (LWRs) and advanced small modular reactors (SMRs). The purpose for using PM-
HIP instead of traditional manufacturing methods involving casting, forging, rolling, and welding is to 
reduce the cost and time for producing reactor components while maintaining the safety and component 
integrity required for nuclear reactor operation. Manufacturing by PM-HIP consists of (1) producing 
metal powders by inert gas atomization, (2) filling an empty capsule fabricated from stainless or mild 
steel with the metal powder, (3) degassing and sealing the capsule, and (4) compacting the capsule to 
densify the metal powder by HIP at high temperatures and pressures into the shape of the component. 

R&D efforts using PM-HIP have demonstrated that large valve bodies and tee sections up to several tons 
in weight can be produced from 316 stainless steel (SS) powder with mechanical properties such as 
tensile strength and toughness similar to or better than those of similar, conventionally fabricated SS 
components. For nuclear applications, the American Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler and Pressure 
Vessel Code (ASME Code) currently permits Grade 316 SS components manufactured using the PM-HIP 
process via a nuclear code case which has been endorsed by the US Nuclear Regulatory commission 
(NRC). R&D efforts using PM-HIP have demonstrated that Grade 91, creep strength-enhanced ferritic 
steel (used primarily for fossil generation applications) components can be successfully manufactured 
with acceptable properties. Although Grade 91 materials such as forgings, seamless tube/pipe, and plate 
are permitted for use in high-temperature reactors, Grade 91 components fabricated using PM-HIP are not 
currently permitted. Grade 91 PM-HIP components are permitted by ASME Code for fossil fuel power 
plants via a non-nuclear code case. PM-HIP low-alloy steel material grades (e.g., A508) which are used to 
fabricate RPVs, are not permitted for nuclear components and are not governed by any ASTM 
specification.

A project is underway to demonstrate and test several new manufacturing/fabrication technologies to 
produce the vital assemblies for a ⅔-scale SMR pressure vessel. Participants in the project are the Electric 
Power Research Institute (EPRI), The US Department of Energy (DOE), Nuclear Advanced 
Manufacturing Research Centre (Nuclear-AMRC), and NuScale Power. The new technologies being 
investigated are PM-HIP, electron beam welding, diode laser cladding, bulk additive manufacturing (weld 
buildup), and advanced machining. The PM-HIP components to be fabricated as part of the project 
include an A508 low alloy steel lower reactor head, an upper reactor head, a steam plenum, steam plenum 
accesses ports, and the upper transition shell. The project will explore the relevance of the advanced 
technologies to the production of SMRs, advanced light-water reactors (ALWRs), GEN IV plants, ultra-
supercritical fossil plants, and supercritical CO2 plants. One intended outcome of this project is to 
assemble the data needed to support a nuclear code case to use PM-HIP low alloy steel (A508) to 
fabricate heavy-section RPV components. 

This report covers the development and use of PM-HIP for fabricating NPP components. It includes the 
technical review of PM-HIP, covering the production and characteristics of SS and low alloy steel 
powders by inert gas atomization, the components comprising a HIP unit, the important steps involved 
with producing components via HIP, and the microstructure and properties of SS and low-alloy steel 
nuclear components produced by PM-HIP. This review is followed by a technical review of the R&D of 
PM-HIP for producing heavy-section large components of nuclear reactors. 

A gap analysis addresses issues and concerns with using PM-HIP to produce heavy-section large 
components and to assure the quality and performance of the final component. The technical gap analysis 
addresses aspects of the powder production, HIP processing, and final component properties and 
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performance, with ranking and discussion for each identified gap. The report also provides an analysis of 
nuclear codes and standards that already exist for 316 SS, along with those that must be established for 
low alloy steels such as A508 and Grade 91 creep strength-enhanced ferritic steel. Currently, the primary 
PM-HIP materials of interest to the nuclear industry are type 316 SS and type A508 low alloy steel. Given 
the potential future use of Grade 91 PM-HIP components for high-temperature reactors, some limited 
discussion is provided in this report. Because nickel-based alloys are not of primary interest at this time, 
they are not covered in any detail in this report, but they may be included in a future update of this report.

The NRC has developed a companion document to this report (Agencywide Documents and Access
Management System Accession No. ML22164A439) that provides context to the gaps identified in this
report from a regulatory perspective and highlights key technical information related to PM-HIP-
fabricated components in NPPs.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There is growing interest in the nuclear power industry for manufacturing the structural components of 
nuclear reactors using powder metallurgy (PM) and hot isostatic pressing (HIP). This interest is mainly 
driven by the capabilities to produce fully dense, near-net shape components using PM-HIP. A new focus 
is to use PM-HIP to produce large components of advanced nuclear reactors, including the reactor 
pressure vessel (RPV). 

1.1 COMMERCIAL NUCLEAR REACTOR TECHNOLOGY

All operating US commercial power reactors are light-water reactors (LWRs) which include pressurized 
water reactors (PWRs) and boiling water reactors (BWRs). These nuclear power plants (NPPs) were 
licensed for an initial operating period of 40 years [1, 2], and their licenses can be renewed for a period up 
to an additional 20 years of operation [3], one or more times. These nuclear reactors are constructed of 
pressure boundary components such as valves, piping, and pump casings, as well as the RPV [4]. The 
RPV is the most safety-significant component in an LWR, containing the reactor core that is cooled and 
moderated by water at an elevated pressure during NPP operation. The materials historically used for 
construction of an LWR RPV must withstand exposure to neutron radiation that can degrade the RPV’s 
mechanical properties. Figure 1 shows the materials typically used to construct the RPV, including 300-
grade stainless steels (SSs) for internal reactor components, and SA533 and SA508 low alloy steels for 
the RPV [2]. The response of the RPV steels to neutron irradiation at operating temperatures and 
pressures is an important factor in determining the operating parameters and service life of an NPP.

Figure 1. Materials typically used for construction of RPVs, internals, and fuel [2].

RPVs in currently operating NPPs are fabricated from low alloy steel SA508 forgings and SA533 plate. 
Although some reactor designs currently approved by the US Nuclear Regulatory commission (NRC) 
permit SA508 as well as SA533, the current trend in RPV manufacturing is to use forgings to minimize 
the number of RPV full-penetration welds. Forged RPV components are constructed by casting steel 

https://www.nuclear-power.net/nuclear-power-plant/reactor-types/lwr-light-water-reactor/
https://www.nuclear-power.net/bwr-boiling-water-reactor/
https://www.nuclear-power.net/neutron-moderator/
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ingots and forging the ingot into the shape of the vessel component. For large pressure vessels, the 
forging press must produce very high forces with maximum loads measured as tons. As nuclear reactor 
technologies progress, Generation III+ nuclear reactors require very large pressure vessels, starting with 
steel ingots that weigh over 600 tons [5]. These large ingots require forging presses with capacities in the 
range of 12,000 to 17,000 tons. RPVs are produced in sections by welding large forgings together to form 
the single vessel. RPVs for use in the United States, whether produced in the US or internationally, must 
be designed and fabricated in accordance with the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) 
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Nuclear Code and any additional requirements imposed by NRC regulations. 
Internationally based companies that produce nuclear components for use outside of the United States use 
similar standards. 

1.2 POWDER METALLURGY-HOT ISOSTATIC PRESSING

PM is a significant industry in the United States and in many foreign countries for manufacturing parts 
and structural components with metal and metal alloyed powders [6-11]. The PM industry consists of 
several technologies, ranging from producing metal powders to manufacturing them into solid structural 
components for a variety of commercial and technical markets. Metal powders are first produced by 
processes such as atomization, deposition, and comminution, and they can either be blended together or 
used separately with or without alloying additions. The metal powder is compacted into a dense solid by 
either (1) cold compaction to form the porous green compact, followed by sintering at elevated 
temperatures for densification, or (2) hot compaction at high temperatures and pressure, such as HIP, for 
direct densification of the metal powder. A series of secondary and finishing operations are used to 
produce the final part or structural component. Metal powders produced by the PM industry are also used 
in other manufacturing technologies such as mechanical alloying (MA), metal injection molding (MIM), 
and additive manufacturing (AM) for producing materials with tailored properties for structural 
applications that may experience high temperatures, high stresses, and corrosive environments [12-17].

HIP of metal powders is a mature processing method used in the PM industries for manufacturing 
products of different dimensions with simple and complex shapes with near or full density on a multitude 
of advanced alloy systems.  HIP is used for commercial applications in the automotive, tool, power 
generating gas and steam turbine, and aerospace industries [18, 19]. The HIP process combines high 
pressures and temperatures for consolidating the metal powders [20, 21]. The early development of HIP 
occurred in the United States in the mid-1950s at the Battelle Memorial Institute for bonding Zircaloy 
cladding to uranium-oxide fuel rods for corrosion resistance [22, 23]. The emergence of inert gas 
atomization (IGA) in the 1960s for producing high-quality metal powders attracted significant interest, 
leading to extensive commercial growth of HIP and equipment manufacturing primarily in the 
automotive, aerospace, and aircraft industries [11]. A summary of research activities in HIP applications 
and an extensive list of metals and alloy powders has been compiled [24]. This list includes aluminum, 
beryllium, cobalt, iron, nickel, titanium, intermetallic compounds, and refractory metals of molybdenum, 
niobium, tantalum, and tungsten. 

1.3 PM-HIP OF NUCLEAR REACTOR COMPONENTS

The combination of PM and HIP has recently been explored in the nuclear industry as an advanced 
manufacturing technology (AMT) to produce near-net shaped components in different sizes and 
dimensions for nuclear reactors [25-27]. Extensive R&D efforts demonstrated that large valve bodies and 
tee sections up to several tons in weight can be produced from 316L and 304L SS powders by PM-HIP 
with mechanical properties such as tensile strength and toughness similar to or better than those of similar 
SSs produced in standard product forms [10, 25, 28-33]. Valve body components have also been 
produced by PM-HIP using Grade 91 metal powders which exhibited creep properties comparable to the 
average range of data obtained for wrought Grade 91 [25]. ASTM International published three standards 
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for use of PM-HIP to produce components such as valves, flanges, and other parts for high-temperature 
service applications with SS (ASTM A988/A988M), ferritic steel (ASTM A989/989M), and nickel-based 
alloys (ASTM B834) [34, 35]. ASME Code Case N-834, ASTM A988/A988M-11 UNS S31603, 
Subsection NB, Class 1 Components Section III, Division 1, permits the use of ASTM A988/988M, with 
additional requirements listed in the code case, for the fabrication of ASME Code Class 1 Type 316 SS 
components. Code Case N-834 was published by ASME in March 2013 and is approved for use by the 
NRC; it is listed in NRC Regulatory Guide 1.84 Design, Fabrication, and Materials Code Case 
Acceptability, ASME Section III, Revision 39, December 2021, as acceptable for use without conditions. 
No information is available to suggest that this code case has ever been used to fabricate a pressure-
retaining component that has been installed in a US nuclear plant. 

There is growing interest in the nuclear industry to use PM-HIP to produce larger components for 
advanced nuclear reactors. This interest includes but is not limited to the upper and lower head of the 
RPV for small modular reactors (SMRs) and the shield blanket for the fusion energy International 
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) [19, 36, 37]. The advantage of producing large components 
using PM-HIP instead of forgings is that the latter produces internal defects and nonuniform grain 
structures, whereas the former can produce components with uniform fine grain structure throughout the 
microstructure and isotropic mechanical properties. Nevertheless, the trend for using PM-HIP to 
manufacture large components for nuclear reactors is associated with many challenges, such as 
developing the procedures for powder production and handling and establishing the operating setup for 
producing large components, such as fabrication of the large steel can that holds the metal powder.

The NRC has developed a companion document to this report (Agencywide Documents and Access
Management System Accession No. ML22164A439) that provides context to the gaps identified in this
report from a regulatory perspective and highlights key technical information related to PM-HIP-
fabricated components in NPPs.

2. POWDER METALLURGY AND HOT ISOSTATIC 
PRESSING TECHNICAL REVIEW

2.1 MANUFACTURING METHODS

This section addresses the production of powder for nuclear-grade low alloy steels and SSs, as well as 
HIP for producing the components for LWRs. 

2.1.1 Powder Production

The HIP process requires production of high-quality powders to be used to manufacture a variety of 
nuclear components for current LWRs and advanced nuclear reactors. Gas atomization using primarily 
argon (Ar) and nitrogen (N) has emerged as the most popular method for producing high-quality powders 
with spherical morphology and accurate, reproducible compositions of a wide range of SSs, low alloy 
steels and nickel-based alloys. Guidelines for using gas-atomized powders and HIP to produce 
components are contained in the three ASTM standard specifications listed above in Section 1.3: 
A988/A988M, A989/A989M, and B834. The ASTM A988/988M (SS) and ASTM A989/989M (CrMo 
steels) Standard Specifications permit melting with any method capable of producing the specified 
chemical composition, to include, but not limited to, air or vacuum induction melting, followed by gas 
atomization. ASTM B834 (nickel alloys) requires that powder be produced by vacuum melting, followed 
by gas atomization. 
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ASME Code Case N-834 was approved in 2013 for use of ASTM A988/A988M, with additional 
requirements for Section III, Division 1, Subsection NB, Class I components constructed using type 316L 
SS. This code case specifies using gas atomization to produce powders with an allowable size smaller 
than 0.5 mm, the storage of powder in N or Ar atmosphere, and the use of protrusions on the steel can that 
contains the powder for consolidation by HIP. The protrusions are used to verify the density, 
microstructure, mechanical properties, and other factors of the component. 

The development of components for nuclear reactors using gas-atomized powders and HIP have been led 
mainly by Rolls Royce in the United Kingdom and the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) in the 
United States [16, 21]. In both programs, large components such as the recirculating pump bowl and the 
valve bodies of 304L and 316L SSs have been manufactured by PM and HIP process with extensive 
testing and characterization studies. More recently, EPRI teamed with NuScale and Carpenter Powder 
Products (CPP) to demonstrate the use of PM-HIP for producing heavy-section large components of the 
small modular reactor vessel. The ⅔-scale mockups, produced so far as part of the project, included the 
lower RPV head and the transition shell sections which were fabricated as part of the project. The results 
obtained from EPRI’s testing and characterization studies on the PM-HIP low alloy A508 steel 
components support establishing this manufacturing method as an ASTM standard specification and 
eventually implementing it into ASME through a separate code case. 

2.1.1.1 Atomization Processes

The atomization process is widely used for commercial production of metal and alloy powders [3, 17, 27, 
28]. Figure 2 shows the structural components of a gas atomizer [38]. The atomization process involves 
melting the metal and alloying elements with the desired composition, followed by pouring through a 
tundish into a nozzle or by forcing through a nozzle where the melt stream interacts with a high velocity 
stream of liquid or gas. The molten stream disintegrates into droplets and solidifies during cooling, 
passing through the spray chamber into the collection chamber. 

Powder quality and characteristics are influenced by the steps of the powder production process, 
including the melt method and environment, as well as the atomization method and environment. In 
general, reducing exposure to air during the melt and atomization processes, such as through use of 
vacuum or inert gas environments, greatly reduces the levels of oxygen and other contamination and 
increases powder quality. 

The most commonly used atomization processes methods are gas atomization with argon (Ar) and 
nitrogen (N), as well as limited use of helium (He) gases and water [29]. When the molten stream of 
metal impinges on the stream of gas, the droplets have a greater chance of forming a spherical shaped 
particle with a wide range of sizes and size distribution. Small quantities of each gas species can be 
absorbed in the metal powder during solidification. The use of Ar and N gases is more popular than He 
because of lower costs for ultra-high purities [39]. However, the heat transfer characteristics in terms of 
thermal conductivity of He gas are much higher than those of Ar and N gases, which may influence the 
solidification rate of the molten metal droplet during gas atomization [40]. 

Water atomization produces irregularly shaped particles with higher oxygen levels than those obtained 
using gas atomization. Irregularly shaped particles reduce the packing density and increase the likelihood 
of voids and incomplete densification, whereas higher oxygen levels tend to degrade properties and 
performance in the final component. Therefore, water atomization is not a suitable powder manufacturing 
method for PM-HIP components for nuclear reactors. 
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(a) (b)

Figure 2. The structural components of a gas atomizer: (a) sketch and (b) image [38].

2.1.1.1   Preparation of Melt 

The atomization process begins with melting the metal and alloying elements [41]. The melting methods 
are based on using a crucible or crucible-less, as shown in Figure 3. Induction heating is the most 
common melting method. Both induction heating and plasma torch methods use a crucible. The melted 
metal or alloy flows through a nozzle and into the atomization chamber. The major drawback for using a 
crucible is the potential contamination from the ceramic material of the crucible and from remnant 
material remaining on the crucible surface from prior melting batches. 

Figure 3. Melt heating methods for atomization and powder production [41].

To minimize contamination of the metal or alloy during the melting process, the electrode induction melting 
gas atomization (EIGA) and plasma atomization methods do not use a crucible. Both EIGA and plasma 
atomization melting methods were developed primarily for producing powder from reactive metals such as 
titanium, zirconium, and several refractory alloys of niobium and tantalum. For the EIGA process, a 
vertically oriented electrode of the metal or alloy in the shape of a rod is rotated in a specially designed 
induction coil, which heats the electrode that causes it to melt at one end that then drops into the center of 
the nozzle. The plasma atomization method is a direct combination of melting and producing powder [41]. 
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In this process, metal or alloy wire is fed into three focused plasma torches, where it is melted and then 
atomized into fine powder in one step. After the melting process, the metal or alloy then flows by gravity or 
is forced through a nozzle, where it then interacts with a high-velocity liquid or gas stream. 

Primarily three gas atomization powder production methods involve induction heating [35]: air 
atomization, inert gas atomization (IGA), and vacuum induction melting (VIM) with IGA. Air 
atomization involves air induction melting (AIM) and the use of compressed air jets for atomization. This 
method results in metal powders with high oxygen contents. The combination of AIM and IGA using Ar 
and N gases results in spherical metal with lower oxygen levels compared to that obtained using air 
atomization. Induction melting in air with IGA using nitrogen has been the primary method to produce 
powders used by EPRI in its work on 316 and A508 PM-HIP components. The use of vacuum induction 
melting (VIM) with IGA results in spherical metal powders with significantly lower oxygen contents, 
which favors the production of alloys based on Fe, Ni, and Al that are sensitive to oxidation. Although the 
VIM-IGA method using N gas is considerably more expensive, it is being explored by EPRI to produce 
lower oxygen A508 powder to improve impact toughness [16, 42]. Table 1 summarizes the heating and 
atomization methods, the melt and atomization environments, and the powder characteristics of the 
different atomization methods for producing metal powders. 

Table 1. Methods for heating and atomization and environments for melting 
and atomization used in different powder production methods [3, 43]

Powder production 
method

Heating 
method

Melt 
environment

Atomization 
method

Atomization 
environment Use / powder characteristics

Water atomization Water Water / air Irregular powder shape with 
high oxygen levels 

Air atomization

Induction 
or plasma 

torch Air Spherical powder shape with 
high oxygen levels

AIM-IGA

Air

Spherical powder shape with 
lower oxygen levels

VIM-IGA Vacuum Spherical powder shape with 
lowest oxygen levels

EIGA

Induction

Inert gas (Ar or 
He)

Gas
Inert gas 

(Ar, N, or He)

Plasma atomization Plasma 
torch

Inert gas (Ar or 
He) Plasma torch Inert gas (Ar or 

He)

Used for reactive metals (e.g. 
Ti and Zr)

2.1.1.2   Gas Atomization

The gas atomization process directs a high velocity stream of gas, such as argon, into the flowing metal or 
alloy stream as it exits the nozzle to form small droplets that then to rapidly solidify to form the powder. 
The kinetic energy associated with the gas stream is transferred to break the molten stream into small 
droplets during impact in the spray chamber. The velocity of the gas stream depends on pressure and 
reaches sonic velocity with pressure of ~0.1 MPa, but higher pressures cause only small increases in gas 
velocity. Therefore, the kinetic energy transfer by the gas stream to the molten metal stream does not 
increase above 0.1 MPa [4, 29]. Other factors that also affect the powder size and powder size distribution 
(PSD) include the melt superheat and gas recirculation. An increase in melt superheat reduces the powder 
size and minimizes solidification of the melt prior to the dissolution into spherical particles by 
impingement with the gas stream. After the melt stream is broken up by the gas stream, the particles will 
spiral around in the spray chamber while solidifying before reaching the collector. As the droplets are 
spiraling around, they may collide with other particles in the liquid or semi-solid state, forming larger 
particles and surface agglomerates, or satellites. A gas recirculation system filters most of the gas from 
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the particles for recycling, which improves the flow pattern in the spray chamber and reduces the 
migration of particles into the atomization zone. Gas recirculation leads to a decrease in particle size and 
improvement in the spheroidization of the particles. 

In general, the nozzle designs commonly used in gas atomization consist of free fall, close-coupled, and 
De Laval ultrasonic nozzles [41]. Figure 4 [3] illustrates the three nozzle designs. The free fall nozzle 
system consists of a large gap that the molten metal fills before it enters the gas stream. When the molten 
stream impinges with the gas stream, molten metal droplets are formed that then solidify as they fall into 
the atomizer chamber. The velocity of the gas exiting the free fall nozzle is decreased by the time it 
impinges on the molten metal stream, which lowers the kinetic energy transfer, resulting in a lower yield 
of powder with fine size. Close-coupled nozzles use a ceramic metal delivery tube to feed the molten 
metal to the inner diameter of the gas nozzle exit. This causes the molten metal to form a recirculation 
zone that wets the bottom of the melt delivery tube where it meets the gas at higher velocities, which 
shears the melt to form the droplets. The higher gas velocity in the close-coupled nozzle increases the 
efficiency of producing fine powder sizes compared to the free fall nozzle. However, a problem with the 
close-coupled nozzle is that the molten metal stream can solidify at the end of the tundish, thus blocking 
the flow of metal through the nozzle. In the De Laval ultrasonic nozzle, a high-frequency pulsation is 
applied to the gas stream, accelerating it to supersonic speeds [41]. This nozzle design uses less gas and 
produces fine spherical-shaped powders with a narrow size distribution of 15 to 45 microns.

Figure 4. Illustration of nozzles [41].

The pressure-swirl-gas-atomization process is an improved method for decreasing the size and size 
distribution of metal powders [44-46]. This approach uses a pre-filming step that consists of a pressure 
nozzle for creating pressure differences of up to 1 MPa on the molten metal to push it into the swirl 
chamber. The pressure induces rotational and centrifugal forces on the melt stream, causing it to swirl 
around the inside of the pressure-swirl chamber. Figure 5 [44] illustrates the pressure-swirl-gas atomizer. 
The molten metal exits through the pressure-swirl nozzle as a conical hollow cone comprised of a thick 
liquid lamella that decreases in thickness and fragments into large liquid droplets with increasing distance 
from the pressure swirl nozzle. The atomization process occurs when the high-velocity gas stream from 
the ring nozzle impacts the liquid droplet stream, causing further fragmentation into smaller liquid 
droplets that solidify into metal particles. Modeling and simulations of the initial droplet fragmentation 
process show that it depends on the aerodynamic force that deforms the droplet, as well as the surface 
tension and viscosity of the molten metal that resist the deformation. The balance between these factors is 
influenced by the atomization process conditions, resulting in the three types of breakup illustrated in 
Figure 6 [45]. When surface tension is high relative to the aerodynamic force, the bag breakup 
mechanism occurs, forming a thin disk from the droplet that deforms to a hollow shell, with the center 
blown downstream forming a large number of small droplets and subsequent breakup of the shell into 
several larger droplets. A low surface tension relative to the aerodynamic forces results in the sheet 
stripping mechanism. In this case, thin sheets form at the periphery of the thin disk that evolve into thin 
ligaments and are consumed by disintegrating into small droplets, leaving a core droplet. The multimode 
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breakup lies between the bag breakup and sheet stripping and is characterized by formation of small 
droplets from the center of the thin disk, along with the formation of a long ligament in the center of the 
hollow shell that fragments, as the shell forms droplets in many sizes. Overall, the pressure-swirl-gas-
atomization method produces metal powders with a very small size and narrow size distribution. 

Figure 5. Illustration of pressure-swirl-gas-atomizer [44].

Figure 6. Modes of droplet breakup [45].

2.1.1.3   Economics

The most important economic factor to consider in the choice of atomization method to be used for 
producing metal powders is the yield within a selected range based on size and mass. In general, the 
manufacturing costs to produce metal powders by gas atomization are higher than costs for other metal 
powder atomization methods based on limited data in the literature [47]. This cost advantage is because 
there is a greater production yield of powder by other atomization methods, such as water atomization 
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compared to gas atomization. However, the cost effectiveness of water atomization over gas atomization 
must be evaluated for the product application, because the former produces irregularly shaped powders 
with greater potential of surface contamination, whereas the latter produces spherically shaped particles 
with much cleaner surfaces as a result of the protective inert gas. The use of high water pressure to 
improve the spheroidicity of the metal powder will increase the manufacturing cost [48]. 

2.1.1.2 Composition

Producing metal powders by atomization is the preferred method, because any composition can be 
produced accurately to specifications. This is because any combination of metal and alloy raw materials 
can be melted together to match the desired composition before flowing through the nozzle and into the 
atomization chamber [17, 41]. To produce high-quality metal powders with low contamination levels, 
metal stocks of high purity are used to make the melt pool with the desired composition. 

As described above, inert gas atomization methods are superior to air and water atomization methods, 
because the surfaces of the molten metal droplets are protected by the inert gas atmosphere during 
solidification to form powder with varying sizes that have low oxygen content. Inert gas atomizers based 
on EIGA or plasma atomization prevent the molten metal from contacting the crucible or liner to further 
decrease the chances for contamination of components.  Therefore, this method is appealing for use with 
reactive metals or refractory materials. 

IGA produces metal powders with compositions that are accurate to specifications and reproducible. This 
was demonstrated recently in two projects led by EPRI [49, 50]. In one project, CPP produced three ~500 
lb heats of A508 steel with Grade 3 Class 1 specification by gas atomization [18]. The particle size of the 
powder was ≤500 m. Table 2 shows the chemical compositions of the three A508 heats produced by 
CPP using a material test report from an actual RPV steel material as guidance.  The RPV steel had a Ceq 
of 0.60.  The intent was to meet a chemistry close to the actual RPV chemistry as possible, resulting in a 
hardenability of approximately Ceq=0.60. The chemistries of the three heats of powder produced represent 
low, medium and high hardenability ranges for A508 Class 3 material. The concentration levels of the 
remaining solute additions were similar, showing the good reproducibility of gas atomization. 

Table 2. Comparison of the compositions between the three heats and the ASTM specification for A508 steel

C Mn P S Si Ni Cr Mo V Cu Al O63 Ceq

A 508 Cl 3 
Min -- 1.20 -- -- -- 0.40 -- 0.45 -- -- -- --

A 508 Cl 3 
Max 0.25 1.50 0.025 0.025 0.40 1.00 0.25 0.60 0.05 0.20 0.025 --

Carpenter 
Heat 

160114
0.20 1.46 0.011 0.003 0.16 0.84 0.13 0.50 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.024 0.62

Carpenter 
Heat 

160115
0.24 1.48 0.012 0.008 0.18 0.85 0.19 0.55 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.022 0.69

Carpenter 
Heat 

160116
0.17 1.26 0.014 0.006 0.18 0.84 0.09 0.48 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.018 0.55

Note: O63 and O250 denote the oxygen level measured when the powders have been sieved way under 63 and 250 microns, 
respectively[51] . 
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The second project led by EPRI assessed three powder manufacturers for producing powder of 316L 
steels, with guidance on composition specifications to follow [50]. The project goal was for the three 
powder manufacturers, which were anonymous as A, B and C in the report, to produce enough powder to 
fill 9 steel cans by each of three HIP providers, X, Y and Z. The dimensions of the steel cans were 15.0 × 
15.0 × 40.6 cm, for holding ~50 kg of powder. Each powder manufacturer (A, B, C) supplied about 450 
kg of atomized powder to three HIP companies (X,Y,Z). Each of the 27 (9 each from X, Y, Z) steel cans 
were filled with 50 kg of powder, degassed, and sealed, and they were identified as AX, AY, AZ, BX, 
BY, BZ, CX, CY, and CZ. Each HIP company applied HIP hold times of 2, 4, and 8 h to each of the 9 
steel cans: AX2, AX4, AX8, and so on, for a total of 27 billets following HIP consolidation. This 
approach allowed a direct comparison of the results from each holding time for the powders supplied by 
manufacturers A, B, and C. 

Table 3 shows the results of chemical analysis—obtained using inductively coupled plasma mass 
spectrometry and high-temperature combustion—of the 316L powders produced by the A, B and C 
powder manufacturers. For comparison, the composition specifications from ASTM A988 and the EPRI 
led project for 316L are included. With the exception of Powder B, which had a nitrogen (N) level of 
1,070 parts per million (ppm), which was higher than the 1,000 ppm N specification, the compositions of 
the three powders were within range or below the set levels of the powder specification. The most 
significant achievement of the three powder manufacturers was maintaining oxygen (O) levels below the 
130 ppm specification. 

Table 3. Comparison of the compositions (wt%) of three powders of 316L SS produced by N gas atomization 
by anonymous vendors A, B and C with the ASTM A988 

specification and the powder specification set by EPRI [50] 
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2.1.1.3 Morphology

The type of gas atomization used influences the morphology of metal powders. Figure 7 shows the typical 
shapes of particles of low alloy 4130 steel that were produced by inert gas atomization and water 
atomization [47]. In general, the steel particles produced by inert gas atomization have spherical 
morphology (Figure 7a), whereas water atomization produces steel particles with irregular morphology 
(Figure 7b). For inert gas atomization, the surface tension of the metal or alloy and the heat capacity of 
the inert gas, which is often Ar, are important factors for producing the spherical particle morphology [17, 
41]. The particle shape can vary some with inert gas atomization, depending on the solidification rate of 
the molten metal droplets. The solidification rate and surface tension of the molten droplets affect the 
transition from an irregular shape to a spherical shape before solidification. The use of high water 
pressure can improve the yield of particles with smoother surfaces and spherical shape [52, 53]. 

 
Figure 7. Morphology of 4130 steel particles produced by 
(a) inert gas atomization and (b) water atomization [47].

The more typical spherical shape of metal powders produced by inert gas atomization may still vary, 
depending on the processing equipment and parameters used by the powder manufacturer. In the EPRI-
led project to assess the production of 316L SS powders, three anonymous powder manufacturers were 
selected based on their development of improved melting and atomization processes to reduce the oxygen 
content of the 316L powder to less than 130 wppm. This approach was intended to ensure that good 
impact properties of the HIP-consolidated product were achieved [50]. The specifications EPRI supplied 
to the three powder suppliers was for using a nitrogen atmosphere for gas atomization and controlling the 
particle size distribution with a 500 mesh sieve. Even though these specifications were used by each 
powder supplier for producing the 316L powder, some differences were observed in terms of 
spheroidicity and surface defects [50]. Figure 8 shows the 316L powders that were produced by the 
anonymous powder suppliers identified as company A (Figure 8A), B (Figure 8B) and C (Figure 8C). The 
results obtained by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) showed particles varying in shape, from 
spherical to ellipsoidal, with some particles having small protrusions on their surfaces. A more 
quantitative assessment of the powder morphology was obtained using the Malvern Morphologi G3 
system, which samples several thousand particles for good statistics. Based on the assessments using the 
Morphologi G3 and the SEM, the shapes of the analyzed particles were categorized as (1) highly 
spherical, (2) slightly spherical, (3) elongated, (4) satellited, (5) agglomerated, (6) deformed, and (7) 
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fractured. Examples of the powders with these shapes are shown with insets in Figure 8. As seen in the 
assessment results, the 316L powders produced by manufacturer A showed the highest population of 
spherical particles and the lowest amount of fraction particles with satellites, whereas the 316L powders 
produced by manufacturer C contained the highest population of particles with ellipsoidal shapes and the 
most particles with satellites and agglomerates. The EPRI report did not provide a reason for the 
differences between the three powder manufacturers [50]. As noted in Table 3, the compositions of the 
316L powders showed good agreement with most alloying elements and some variations with O and N 
levels. Variations in process parameters - such as temperature of the melt prior to entering the tundish of 
the atomization unit and temperature of the melt stream passing through the tundish - may affect the 
solidification rate and influence collisions between solidifying particles as they are impacted by the high-
pressure gas streams. 

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 8. Morphology of 316L SS powders produced by three anonymous 
powder manufacturers using N gas atomization [50].
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2.1.1.4 Size and size distribution

The particle size and size distribution characteristics of metal powders are influenced by the atomization 
method. Plasma atomization produces metal particles with an average size of 40 m and with narrow size 
distribution compared to the average size of 80 m produced by gas atomization [54]. EPRI reported that 
the PSD of the 316L SS powders produced by the three anonymous powder suppliers was between 10 m 
and 500 m: the latter powder size resulted from using a 35 mesh sieve to filter out larger powder sizes 
[50]. For A508 powder that CPP produced by N gas atomization, the unsieved PSD was listed as ≤500 
m after the 35 mesh sieving [49]. 

When establish a contract with a metal powder manufacturer specializing in gas atomization, it is typical 
to specify the range of particle sizes required. After producing the metal powders, the manufacturer will 
sieve the powders through an upper and lower mesh size as established in the contract. For example, a 
typical upper size powder range would be 500 m to 150 m, and the lower size range could be 45 m. 
For powders of 316L SS and A508 low alloy steel that were produced by N gas atomization in the EPRI-
led projects, the technical specifications were for a powder size of 500 m or less after sieving [49, 50]. 
The EPRI project involving N gas-atomized A508 low alloy powder investigated the differences in 
oxygen content by removing the smallest size powder by sieving into two size ranges of 53–500 m and 
0–500 m [49]. Typically, powders that are larger and smaller than the sieve ranges are waste, so there is 
a cost incentive for the metal powder manufacturer to develop the technology for gas atomization that 
reduces waste by producing powder sizes closer to the desired range. 

2.1.1.5 Microstructure

The microstructure of gas-atomized metal powders typically consists of fine grain sizes caused by the 
rapid solidification of the molten droplets as they pass into the collection chamber. To illustrate this, 
Figure 9 shows the microstructure of Ar gas-atomized powders with a composition of Fe-14Cr-3W-0.4Ti 
(wt%), which is the pre-alloyed powder that is mechanically alloyed with 0.3Y2O3 powder to produce the 
advanced oxide dispersion-strengthened 14YWT ferritic alloy [55]. The pre-alloyed powders were 
mounted in an epoxy mount and polished using metallographic procedures. A light etch was applied after 
polishing to enhance microstructure features. The cross-section view of multiple particles in Figure 9a 
and Figure 9b show the presence of grain boundaries (GBs) delineating grains that have an average size 
of ~21 m. Some of the particles contain pores (arrows in Figure 9a) that show dark contrast. At higher 
magnification, Figure 9b shows the presence of dendrites (D) that formed during solidification by some 
degree of composition segregation. Protrusions or satellites are also revealed on the surfaces of some 
particles that result from particle-particle collisions following solidification of the molten droplets. 
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(a) (b)

Figure 9. Cross-section view of Ar gas-atomized powders of composition Fe-3W-0.4Ti (wt%).

2.1.1.6 Properties

The physical properties of metal powders that can affect the sintering rate and densification processes 
during HIP include average size, size distribution, and morphology [51]. The sintering rate of powders is 
described by a mean particle size and a width parameter related to the breadth of the particle size 
distribution [56, 57]. Mono-size particles have a higher contact surface area causes particles with a small 
mean size to sinter and densify faster than particles with a large mean size [57]. Particle size distribution 
affects sintering rate because the particles with a broad width or large size distribution will sinter at a 
faster rate than particles with a narrow width [56]. However, it was determined that for mono-size particle 
distributions, the pores that existed between particles become isolated after the initial sintering stage, 
causing further densification by bulk and GB vacancy diffusion [57]. In this case, the sintering rate of a 
broad particle size distribution can decrease vs. that of a narrow size distribution if enhanced grain growth 
occurs in the microstructure of the particles [57]. The morphology of the particles will influence the 
packing density of the metal powder, or tap density, which also affects the densification processes during 
HIP. The tap density of the metal powder is measured by mechanically tapping a container containing the 
powder, which is lower than the bulk density of the solid product [58]. High tap densities are achieved by 
using particles with a spherical morphology, a narrow particle size distribution, and a small average size 
[17, 43]. High tap densities will increase the densification rate of the metal powder and minimize the 
dimensional shrinkage that occurs with the product during HIP [59].

2.1.2 Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIP)

Metal powders are consolidated into finished products by using compaction and sintering processes to 
achieve high theoretical densities of ~95–100%, thus ensuring good mechanical, electrical, and magnetic 
properties of PM products. Metal powders can be consolidated through cold and hot compaction 
processes. The majority of products produced in the PM industries involve consolidating the metal 
powders by cold compaction, which involves pressing the powder into to a shape with a green density 
between ~50–75% of the theoretical density, followed by heating at elevated temperatures to increase the 
density of the PM product through sintering processes [60, 61]. However, this method would be 
unacceptable for nuclear system pressure-retaining applications because cold compaction and sintering 
produce components with insufficient density. Hot compaction avoids many of the problems encountered 
with cold compaction by applying pressure to the metal powders at high temperatures so that sintering 
processes result in high theoretical densities [62]. Extrusion and pressing are common methods for hot 
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compaction of metal powders, but the components produced by these methods have simple geometric 
dimensions. 

HIP emerged in the 1960s in the PM industries as a popular method for consolidating metal powders into 
solid products by simultaneous application of high gas pressure and high temperature [11, 63-66]. Early 
development of HIP occurred in the United States at the Battelle Memorial Institute in the mid-1950s to 
bond Zircaloy cladding to uranium-oxide fuel rods to improve corrosion resistance [22, 59]. The success 
of this research and the development of inert gas atomization in the 1960s led to extensive commercial 
growth of the PM-HIP industries [11, 65]. HIP is used for consolidation of powders, diffusion bonding of 
dissimilar metals and alloys, and elimination of pores from cast, and additively manufactured metals and 
alloys. HIP is also used to produce ceramic and composite products. HIP products are typically net shape 
or near net shape. The material properties of HIP products are often fully isotropic, with improvements in 
strength, fatigue, creep, ductility, and impact properties compared to products manufactured by 
conventional practices involving casting, thermo-mechanical processing, welding, and machining [59, 
63]. Most of the products produced in the PM-HIP industries are relatively small in scale mainly because 
of limitations of the HIP equipment, capabilities, and the requirements for estimating volumetric 
shrinkage during consolidation of the metal powders. Challenges for PM-HIP exist primarily when 
manufacturing large products such as those required in fission and fusion nuclear reactor designs, which 
will be addressed in Section 2.4. 

Consolidation by HIP is one of the few manufacturing methods that can produce fully dense products 
from metal powder. Figure 10 compares HIP with other pressing and sintering methods based on the final 
density of American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI) 4640 high-strength, low-alloy (HSLA) steel [59]. 
Compaction of metal powder by cold pressing followed by standard or high-temperature sintering 
resulted in densities that are ~88–89% that of the ~7.86 g/cm3 full density. Warm pressing, including 
double-pressing and double-sintering, increased the density to ~94% that of full density. Powder forging 
uses a forging press to compact the powders, as well as a specially designed sintering furnace to 
consolidate powder close to the full density of the HSLA steel, whereas HIP combines hydrostatic 
pressure at high temperatures in a furnace that can produce the full density of 7.86 g/cm3.

Figure 10. Comparing the density of AISI 4640 HSLA steel achieved using 
several pressing and sintering methods, powder forging, and HIP [59].
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Both spherical and irregularly shaped powders can be consolidated by HIP. High energy ball milling, 
referred to as mechanical alloying (MA), produces irregularly shaped particles that are significantly 
smaller in size and can cause solid-state reactions between phases [11-13, 67, 68]. MA was developed in 
mid-1960 by the International Nickel Company (INCO) for dispersing oxide particles in nickel- and iron-
based alloys known as oxide dispersion strengthened (ODS) alloys [69]. Because of the greater thermal 
stability of oxide particles dispersed in the microstructure of ODS alloys compared to carbides and 
nitrides dispersed in low alloy steels and SSs, ODS alloys are attractive for several applications in 
advanced nuclear reactors such a fuel cladding in fast reactors that requiring high temperature strength 
and creep performance and improved resistance to degradation of mechanical properties due to 
significantly higher neutron doses compared to LWRs. 

2.1.2.1 Concept

Products produced by PM-HIP involve the production of metal powder, canning and degassing the metal 
powder, and consolidating the metal powder to the finished product shape under high pressures and 
temperatures [11, 21, 63-66]. The most popular method for producing metal powders for HIP is gas 
atomization due to the flexibility in combining alloying elements to the base metal and producing the 
alloyed powders with precise composition, high purity levels, spherical shape, and small average size. 
The metal (alloy) powder is canned in a container, or can, typically fabricated from low carbon steel or 
SS. In addition, the can material must form an impenetrable seal between the metal powder and the 
pressurized gas during HIP and must not react with the metal powder at elevated temperatures. The metal 
powder is added to the can and enclosed by welding a mating lid with a feed-through tube to the base can. 
The enclosed metal powder is degassed under vacuum at a temperature that promotes desorption of 
adsorbed molecules on the surface of the metal powder. After this procedure is complete, the feed-
through tube is crimped or welded shut to hermetically seal the metal powder in the can. The metal 
powder inside the can is consolidated with pressure at high temperatures during HIP. In the HIP process, 
the rate at which the pressure and temperature should be increased, as well as their peak values and 
holding times vary according to the metal powder properties and the capability of the HIP equipment. 

2.1.2.2 Hot Isostatic Pressing Process

In the HIP process, the pressure vessel containing the metal powder enclosed in the steel can is evacuated 
and filled with an inert gas. Hydrostatic pressure in the form of isostatic compressive forces is applied to 
the steel can using a hydraulic pump to cause volumetric shrinkage during densification of the metal 
powder. Heat is applied to the steel can with constant pressure and is held constant at a high temperature 
that increases the densification rate of the metal powder [21, 59, 70, 71]. Several HIP parameters 
influence the densification process and the microstructural evolution of metal powder [56], including the 
ramp rates and holding times of temperature and pressure, as well as powder size, PSD, and chemical 
composition. The HIP temperature is typically 70-80% of the melting point of the metal or alloy powder 
to ensure that the applied pressure is significantly higher than the yield strength (YS) of the metal or alloy 
powder. As a result, consolidation of the powder occurs more rapidly to near or full theoretical density 
because of the sintering mechanisms and the deformation processes (e.g., plastic flow and thermal creep 
involving Naborro-Herring and Coble diffusion mechanisms). Higher temperatures also lead to 
recrystallization and grain growth, which also influence the component’s mechanical properties. 

Sintering is the main process for consolidating the metal powder by HIP. Initially, the metal powder is 
composed of individual particles in contact with each other, forming a 3D network of pores. The particles 
become bonded together during sintering at elevated temperatures, resulting in the formation of necks at 
the contact points. As the neck diameter between particles increases, the volume of the pores decreases, 
resulting in the increased density of the PM product. The thermodynamic driving force for sintering is the 
reduction in total surface area of the pores caused by capillary forces. This process involves the transport 
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of atoms by surface diffusion between contacting particles [51, 72, 73]. In general, densification occurs 
with the growth of the bond between particles, with elimination of pores during the early stage of 
sintering. Significant grain growth and decreasing rate of densification occurs during the later stage of 
sintering [72]. Figure 11 illustrates the densification process that occurs in the microstructure of 316L SS 
at different sintering times with no applied pressure. Note that no micron scale bar is provided for the 
optical micrographs in Figure 11. The densification rate gradually decreases as the interconnected pores 
become isolated, reducing the surface diffusion processes and relying on lower bulk diffusion 
mechanisms [9, 51, 72, 74]. The reduction of pores continues at a lower rate until the pores are 
completely isolated and densification is effectively stopped. By applying pressure during HIP at high 
temperatures, the metal powder consolidates more rapidly to near or full theoretical density because of the 
sintering mechanisms and deformation processes (e.g., plastic flow and thermal creep involving Naborro-
Herring and Coble diffusion mechanisms). Figure 13 shows the typical microstructure of 316L powder 
after consolidation by HIP [75]. 

As a result of the reduction of porosity during the sintering processes, products experience volumetric 
shrinkage. Figure 13 shows the volumetric shrinkage of a 316L SS latch after pressureless sintering. The 
range of PSD affects the magnitude of shrinkage and the dynamic recrystallization of 316L SS powder 
[56]. Figure 14 demonstrates the volumetric shrinkage of a large 316L SS valve body powder filled can 
before and after HIP [75].

Figure 11. Densification of 316L powder by reduction of porosity during 
pressureless sintering, with time increasing from (a) to (c) [72].

Figure 12. Typical microstructure of 316L produced by PM-HIP [75]. 
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Figure 13. Volumetric shrinkage of SS latch during pressureless sintering [72].

Figure 14. Volumetric shrinkage of large 316L SS valve body 
powder-filled can before (left) and after HIP (right) [75].

2.1.2.3 Densification

The morphology of the metal powders can affect the amount of volume shrinkage and subsequently 
whether full density can be obtained [17, 43, 59]. Powders with spherically shaped morphologies fill the 
volume of the can efficiently. Spherically shaped powders are commonly produced by inert gas 
atomization processes. Powder processing methods that produce metal particles with irregularly shaped 
morphologies do not fill the volume of the can efficiently and have a lower tap density, which is 
measured by mechanically tapping a container containing the powder [58]. Irregularly shaped powders 
can have tap densities of 50% or less, whereas spherically shaped powders have a tap density of up to 
70%. A can filled with metal powder that has a tap density of 50% will shrink in volume by 50% vs. 30% 
shrinkage for metal powder with a tap density of 70%. To reach full density, the HIP parameters for the 
powder with high tap density favor shorter times than powder with low tap density using the same 
temperature and pressure. The temperature and pressure will influence grain structure and the subsequent 
mechanical properties of the final product. 

The characteristics of the PSDs can also influence the densification rate of HIP components [56]. In this 
study, two 316L SS powders with different PSDs were produced by two powder manufacturers, as shown 
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in Figure 15. Powder A had a narrow PSD, and powder B had a broader PSD. These powders were 
consolidated by HIP at 700°C and 75.6 MPa and at 850°C and 92.2 MPa to study the early stages of metal 
powder consolidation. After HIP, the cans containing the 316L powder were sectioned and characterized. 
Figure 16 shows the microstructures of the 316L powder after HIP at 700°C and 850°C. These results 
indicate that very little bonding occurred between the 316L particles by surface diffusion at the 700°C 
HIP temperature, whereas more extensive bonding occurred between the 316L particles at the 850°C HIP 
temperature. The backscattered electron (BSE) micrographs show the broader PSD of powder B (Figure 
16d) compared to that of powder A (Figure 16c) at the 700°C HIP temperature, which agrees with the 
PSD plots of Figure 15. Based on 3D x-ray tomography measurements of porosity associated with the 
316L powder at the 850°C HIP temperature, the isolated pores are much finer for powder B compared to 
powder A, indicating that the densification rate occurs more rapidly with the broad PSD for powder B. 
The mechanism proposed for this observation was that more rapid recrystallization occurred for smaller 
particles located near the larger particles, resulting in localized plastic deformation that favored diffusion 
bonding between the particles. The plot in Figure 17 shows the evolution of pores, or void volume 
fraction, that occurred in powders A and B as a function of HIP temperatures from the start of 
densification at 850°C to the fully dense condition at 1,050°C. These results show that for any value of 
void volume fraction, the broad PSD of powder B occurs at a HIP temperature that is nearly 50°C lower 
than that of powder A, even near full densification at the high HIP temperatures. 

Figure 15. PSD and accumulative percentage for powders A and B [56].

Powder A Powder B
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Figure 16. BSE micrographs showing powder A (a) and powder B (b) after HIP at 850°C, 
and powder A (c) and powder B (d) after HIP at 700°C [56]. 
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Figure 17. Void volume fraction as a function of HIP temperatures for 316L SS powders A and B [56]. 

Densification of the PM-HIP component can be measured by two methods, depending on the size and 
mass of the component. For small components, the density is determined by measuring the weight and 
volume based on Archimedes’ principle, such as hydrometer or hydrostatic balance.

Ultrasonic testing [11], the method used to estimate the density of large components, uses ultrasonic 
waves that travel through the microstructure of the component to detect internal defects such as porosity. 

2.1.2.4 Modeling

Modeling the PM-HIP process has been attractive since the early 1960s for mainly predicting the 
densification of the metal powder under pressureless sintering and HIP conditions [71, 76-79]. Early 
simulations of the models attempted to predict density as a function of pressure, time, and temperature of 
sintering; heating and pressuring rates; as well as aspects of the metal powders such as packing density 
(green state) and particle size. Most developed models are based on a continuum of mechanics, such as 
micromechanical simulations and constitutive relations using the finite element method (FEM) to 
calculate the distributions of stress and density of the metal powder enclosed can [71, 76, 77, 79, 80]. 
These approaches include plasticity models used to analyze mechanical properties such as yielding and 
hardening of the metal powder during compaction, and continuum models used to predict the effects of 
sintering on changes in grain size, densification, and plastic deformation of the metal powders. An early 
attempt using micromechanics to simulate the densification of a nickel-based superalloy powder is shown 
in Figure 18 [81]. This study revealed density changes that occurred with a particle size of 100 μm 
diameter as a function of pressure at 1,175°C (Figure 18a) and a particle size of 50 μm diameter as a 
function of temperature at 100 MPa (Figure 18b). Both simulations show different regions of 
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densification based on diffusion processes, power-law creep, and yielding during plastic deformation. The 
data in both plots showed more rapid attainment of full density with higher stresses at constant 
temperature and higher temperatures at constant stress. Despite the continuing efforts to develop relevant, 
accurate models to simulate the densification process during HIP, simulations are still unrepresentative of 
actual densification because HIP process data related to dimensional changes are not measured and must 
be either extrapolated or estimated. Other factors include variations in particle size, size distribution, 
morphology and composition between production lots and effects of temperature and pressure on the HIP 
components during compaction of the metal powder. Input from the experiences of HIP design engineers 
remains important for development and use of models for predicting the powder densification and 
shrinkage behavior and obtaining optimum can geometries and dimensions. These types of computer 
models provide a general understanding of the effects of pressure, temperature, and time on densification 
of the metal powder, but they do not predict near-net-shape forming of powder enclosed in steel cans that 
may have sharp corners and different thicknesses in different sections of the can [77].

(a) (b)

Figure 18. Density maps of a nickel-based superalloy as a function of:(a) pressure at constant temperature of 
1,175°C and particle size of 100 μm diameter, and (b) temperature at constant pressure of 100 MPa and 
particle size of 50 μm diameter. [81] reproduced from [59].

Another focus area arose in relation to near-net-shape forming of metal powders by HIP. Predicting the 
changes in volume and dimensions that occur with the can during HIP is challenging, especially for cans 
with complex shapes [77, 80, 82-84]. However, several EPRI-led projects with CPP demonstrated that 
volume shrinkage of complex can designs during HIP can be predicted within acceptable tolerances for 
large, near-net-shape components such as a 316L SS valve body and A508 low-alloy steel RPV 
components for the NuScale SMR design [25, 49, 85, 86]. The work performed by EPRI and others on 
316L SS was used to support the development of ASME Code Case N-834, which is based on ASTM 
A988/A988M Standard Specification, for construction of nuclear components of 316L SS by PM-HIP. 
The work being performed on the A508 material will be used as a basis for a corresponding ASTM 
standard specification and will eventually be used to support an associated ASME code case. More details 
on this topic are covered in Section 2.2.2 on canning.
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2.2 PROCESSING

2.2.1 Components

The consolidation of metal powders to full density requires high temperatures and pressures that the HIP 
components must withstand. The main components of the HIP system are the pressure vessel, furnace, gas 
pressure system and systems for controls, cooling, vacuum and monitoring of temperature, pressure, and 
atmosphere [63]. Figure 19 shows an image of the EPSI pilot HIP unit and an illustration of the HIP 
components. The pressure vessel is one of the most important components because it contains the furnace 
separated by the cooling system and the pressurized gas. The pressure vessel is typically constructed of 
pressure vessel–quality steels having the required high strength and toughness to ensure safe operation of 
the HIP through the cycle. The cycle includes heating to elevated temperatures, pressurization of the inert 
gas, dwell time, and a subsequent cooling period. The size of the work zone contained inside the pressure 
vessel limits the physical size of the product that can be produced by HIP. The furnace applies heat to the 
metal powder enclosed in the can by radiation, natural convection, or forced convection [21, 87]. 
Convection furnaces transfer heat indirectly to the can, whereas radiation furnaces use heat elements to 
expose the can to direct heat sources. The furnace must precisely transfer heat to the can surface at a 
specific rate up to the peak temperature, and it must maintain that temperature for the specified dwell 
time. The furnace also heats the inert gas for transmitting hydrostatic pressure to the can. The properties 
of the inert gas control the heat transfer mechanisms consisting of conduction, convection, and radiation, 
and the pressure applied to the container [63]. Argon is widely used as the inert gas in HIP. The cooling 
system provides thermal insulation between the furnace and the internal wall of the pressure vessel. The 
properties of the thermal insulation can affect the heating and cooling rates of the HIP cycle. The thermal 
insulation must protect the vessel wall by keeping it at low temperatures, withstand the high temperatures 
induced by the furnace, and provide sufficient thermal conductivity for heat dissipation during the cooling 
cycle. 
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(a) (b)

Figure 19. EPSI pilot production HIP unit with up to 16-inch diameter hot zone (a) [88] 
and illustrated the components of a HIP system (b) [63].

The gas handling system uses a compressor to pressurize the gas-which is usually Ar but can also be He 
and N-which induces the hydrostatic compressive force on the surface of the can containing the metal 
powder. The Ar gas produces convective thermal heat as a result of its large coefficient of thermal 
expansion [21, 63]. The heat generated by the furnace and the convective thermal heat cause an increase 
in pressure. An increase in Ar gas density will promote better heat transfer to the can, resulting in rapid 
heating [21]. The compressor must maintain the Ar gas pressure as the furnace heats the can to the HIP 
temperature, and it must also increase the gas pressure to the desired HIP pressure. Several preferred 
compressor designs are available for different HIP conditions based on peak pressures, the ability to reuse 
Ar gas, and the purity of the Ar gas [21]. Multiple thermocouples in the HIP unit measure the temperature 
in different zones of the pressure vessel and provide feedback to the control system to help maintain the 
desired heating rate to peak temperature, dwell time, and subsequent cooling rate to room temperature 
[21, 63].

2.2.2 Canning

The canning stage is important for producing products by HIP from metal powder. The can used to 
enclose the metal powder will undergo extensive volumetric shrinkage to the final shape of the product 
during HIP. The materials used for fabricating the can must have high strength for dimensional stability 
and ductility for plastic deformation during the dimensional reduction of the can to the fully dense 
product. The materials typically used for fabricating the can are SS and low carbon steels based on their 
combined strength and ductility properties. High isotropic stresses at high temperatures are applied to the 
can, which must completely enclose the metal powder from the surrounding atmosphere during 
volumetric shrinkage during HIP. The wall thickness of the can is important to consider. The can must be 
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thick enough to not crack or fail during the HIP process, but not thick enough to resist plastic deformation 
compared to thinner wall. ASTM PM-HIP specifications require that the can material be selected to 
ensure that it has no deleterious effect on the final product. For the work performed by EPRI to date, low 
carbon steel has been used to manufacture the cans. Low carbon steel would not be expected to have a 
negative impact on SS or low alloy steel components, and there is no indication from the work performed 
so far that would indicate otherwise. 

The design and geometric dimensions of the can are important factors that must be optimized for 
predicting the volume shrinkage and to minimize post-HIP machining of the can from the product. For 
small products and can designs with simple geometric dimensions, such as a rectangular shaped billet, the 
volumetric shrinkage is more easily predicted by trial and error. More complex can geometries are 
required to produce products with near-net-shape and full theoretical density. Models are required to 
predict volumetric shrinkage for complex can designs. This also applies to very large can designs, 
because the number of large products typically produced by PM-HIP is limited. An investigation to 
optimize the can design for producing a near-net-shape thick wall tube with 316L SS powder combined 
constitutive models with finite element analysis to predict the densification and deformation of the 
powder during HIP [80]. The densification process was modeled using power-law creep. The initial can 
design was based on 304 SS with an inner (30 mm diameter) and outer (76 mm diameter) tube and 2 mm 
thick plugs for the top and bottom of the can, with a ventilation tube of 8 mm in diameter and 1 mm 
thickness on the top plug for degassing [80]. The desired shape of the tube after HIP was 50 mm in height 
with a 70 mm outer diameter and a 40 mm inner diameter. No optimization of the can was conducted on 
the initial can design. Figure 20 shows the initial can design prior to HIP and after HIP at 1,125°C, with 
100 MPa pressure for two h. The final product was fully dense, but there were cusps at the top corners 
and a concave shape near the center that differed from the desired shape of the product. The finite element 
calculations based on the constitutive model using power-law creep agreed favorably with the experimental 
data. 

(a) (b)

Figure 20. Initial can design for HIP of 316 SS powder: initial can design prior to HIP (a), and desired shape (b) 
(experimental data recorded during HIP and finite element calculations) [80].

For producing the thick wall tube from 316L SS powder in the desired shape, an optimization technique 
using finite element meshes was applied to the can design. Figure 21 shows the can shape from the 
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optimization technique prior to HIP, along with the desired shape and the shape based on the 
experimental data from the can after HIP. In the optimized shape, the can has convex shaped sides 
because those surfaces experienced more shrinkage during HIP. Following HIP, the final shape of the 
product has very small cusps of 0.4 mm at the upper right corner. The agreement between the 
experimental data and finite element calculation was +/-0.2 mm, indicating that the model for optimizing 
the can design and predicting volumetric shrinkage developed in this study is very useful for items 
produced with near-net-shape by PM-HIP. Figure 22 shows cross sections of the modified can design 
shape based on the design shown in Figure 21 before ( a) and after HIP (b). The modified can design used 
a convex shape on the external surface, with the maximum diameter of the can at the midpoint of the tube 
length axis, which resulted in the desired shape of the thick wall tube of 316L SS. 

(a) (b)

Figure 21. The optimized can design for HIP of 316 SS powder: can design after optimization based on finite 
element calculations prior to HIP, (a), and desired shape and experimental shape of the can after HIP (b) 

[80].
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Figure 22. Cross-section views of consolidated 316L SS powder after optimizing the model to predict 
volumetric shrinkage during HIP: initial can design, (a) and consolidated 

thick wall tube with desired shape after HIP (b) [80].

2.2.3 Degassing

The degassing of metal powders enclosed in the steel can prior to HIP is a very important processing step. 
After gas atomization of the metal powders, care must be taken to control the atmosphere surrounding the 
metal powders during storage and transportation from the powder manufacturer to the customer. Because 
of the large surface area of metal powders, adsorption of air molecules will occur if they are not protected. 
Air is the most common contributor to contamination of metal powder. The most common components of 
molecules in dry atmospheric air are N2 (~78%), O2 (~21%), Ar (~0.93%), and CO2 (~0.033%) in volume 
percent. The partial pressure of water vapor varies considerably: for example, for a relative humidity of 
50% at 20°C, water vapor is equal to the third largest component of air [89, 90]. 

The adsorbed gas molecules can interact with the metal atoms at the surfaces of the particles by 
physisorption and chemisorption processes, which depend on the type of bonding that occurs [89, 90]. 
The bonding energy of physisorbed molecules is low (~ <8 kcal/mole) and is time-dependent, whereas the 
bonding energy of chemisorbed molecules is higher (~ >15 kcal/mole). An example of physisorption 
bonding is Van der Waals, and for chemisorption bonding, examples are hydrogen, ionic, or covalent. It 
should be noted that the chemisorbed state of bonding is not related to the bonding in an oxide or nitride 
state because a different potential energy condition exists for the oxide or nitride. The amount of 
contamination that occurs on the surfaces of the metal particles will depend on the adsorption gas 
coverage, which is a function of the sticking probability of the molecules and the mobility of the 
molecules on the particle’s surface. The sticking probability is the probability that an impinging gas 
species will adsorb onto the particle’s surface as a function of the gas pressure and temperature either in 
air or in a closed storage container. The mobility of molecules on the particle’s surface depends on the 
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heat of desorption and the bonding characteristics of the molecules with the solute atoms associated with 
the metal powder. The primary role of degassing is to remove the molecules from the surface of the metal 
particles by desorption. 

Once the metal powder is loaded in the steel can, the degassing operation involves the simultaneous 
evacuation of the can using a vacuum pump while increasing the temperature of the steel can for a 
specific length of time [90, 91]. Proper degassing conditions must be used for successful desorption of all 
adsorb molecules associated with contamination. However, several factors should be carefully considered 
to ensure an effective degassing operation. Degassing effectiveness is influenced by the combination of 
the vacuum pump properties (e.g., pressure, flow rate) and the design and placement of the degassing 
ports and lines connecting to the pump. 

The design and placement of ports on the steel can are important for the process of filling the can with the 
metal powder and for the degassing operation when connected to the vacuum pump. The diameter of the 
port(s) used for degassing and the diameter and length of the vacuum line (pipe or hose) connected to the 
vacuum pump are critical factors for the degassing operation, because they affect the conductance and 
flow properties of the gas molecules. In general, it is important to ensure that the vacuum lines and ports 
have sufficient conduction for gas flow by having large enough diameters and short enough lines 
connecting to the pump.

In addition to the vacuum lines and ports, the type of vacuum pump and the level of vacuum pressure that 
can be achieved will influence how effectively the desorbed molecules from the metal powder surfaces 
are removed by the vacuum. The pressure and temperature of molecules in the gas phase will influence 
the interactions that occur between a molecule and another molecule and with surfaces of the metal 
powder and internal surface of the can, depending on the molecular impingement rate per unit area and 
the molecular mean free path. 

There are three gas flow regimes (viscous, transition, and molecular) that depend on the vacuum pumping 
speed and the conductance of the port(s) and vacuum line. An effective degassing operation is designed to 
produce molecular gas flow in the system. For molecular gas flow, a vacuum pump rated for a very low 
pressure of less than ~10-6 Torr is used so that molecular collisions occur with the internal surfaces of the 
steel can, and gas removal is more effective. The molecular gas flow regime is obtained with high 
vacuum pumps, including diffusion, turbomolecular, ion, sputter ion, and cryogenic pumps. Viscous gas 
flow occurs by either laminar or turbulent flow when the vacuum pressure is relatively high, such as when 
a mechanical vacuum pump is used that can only reach pressures of ~10-2 Torr. In viscous flow, the 
probability is high for gas molecules to collide, resulting in slow-flow kinetics of the gas and a poor gas 
removal rate. A less ideal situation (but better than viscous flow) is the case in which the vacuum 
pressures reach the transition gas flow regime and include both molecular/molecular and molecular/wall 
surface interactions. 

In addition to removing desorbed gas molecules, it is also important to consider the removal of adsorbed 
molecules from the surface of the metal powders. In general, the factors controlling the adsorption of 
molecules on the surface of the metal powders are similar to those that control the desorption of the 
molecules during degassing. However, the use of a high degassing temperature can promote the transition 
from physisorbed molecules to chemisorption, thus resulting in stronger chemical bonding of the 
molecules with the surface atoms on the metal powders. This will make it more difficult to desorb the 
molecules, especially for a compound such as an oxide phase forms. Therefore, the degassing temperature 
should be carefully controlled to avoid chemisorption from occurring. 
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2.2.4 Cycles

The PM-HIP process is implemented through temperature, pressure, and time cycles [21, 59]. Figure 23 
shows a typical time cycle that involves an increase in temperature and pressure at a specified rate, or 
ramp, to the peak temperature, where it is held constant for a period of time, or soak, followed by the 
cooling state. During the cooling state, temperature and pressure are decreased to room temperature and 
atmospheric pressure. A typical PM-HIP cycle can last 12 h [18]. A HIP cycle can be modified in any 
way, depending somewhat on the capabilities of the HIP unit. For example, Figure 23 shows the 
temperature pressure profiles for conventional (broken line) and rapid cooling (solid line) HIP cycles. In 
this example, the pressure is increased first, and then the temperature is increased, reaching the peak HIP 
condition at the same time. In addition, the cycle may involve increasing the temperature before starting 
to increase pressure while reaching the peak at the same time, or simultaneous increases in temperature 
and pressure while reaching the peak at the same time. Rapid cooling rates can be used to avoid formation 
of detrimental phases, or it can allow solution heat treatment to be performed simultaneously with the HIP 
process [59]. The different cycle profiles also depend on the properties of the powder and considerations 
of processing time [21]. 

Figure 23. Typical HIP cycle with conventional cooling rate (broken line) and rapid cooling rate (solid line) 
[59].

2.2.5 Cooling Rate

An early objective in PM-HIP development was to reduce distortions caused by uneven temperatures in 
the enclosed metal powders, or workpiece, during cooling [21, 42]. In cans with complex geometries, 
differences in the thicknesses of sections enhance the distortions resulting from uneven cooling rates 
caused by gas flow disturbances on the component’s surface. The cooling cycle requires a high heat 
transfer coefficient (-W/m2°C) for the pressurized Ar gas to reduce temperature differences between the 
sections of the can with different thicknesses. Reducing the cooling rate can reduce the temperature 
differences, but it adds time to the cooling cycle. Using a fan to increase the heat transfer coefficient of 
the pressurized gas minimizes the gas flow disturbances on the surface of the workpiece and produces less 
distortions [42]. Reducing distortions during cooling produces products with improved mechanical 
properties. 

2.2.6 Heat Treatment Capabilities

Heat treatments are important for controlling the evolution of SS and low alloy steel microstructures to 
the final condition that results in the desired properties for the application. Heat treatments of PM-HIP 
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components can be conducted after HIP with the consolidated metal powder still enclosed in the steel can. 
In some cases, heat treatments can be integrated into the HIP cycle to obtain the final microstructure of 
the component. Depending on the composition of the stainless or low alloy steel, heat treatments typically 
consist of a high-temperature austenitizing or solution heat treatment, followed by rapid cooling to lower 
temperatures for tempering. To accomplish this, new developments in HIP technology have enabled very 
fast cooling rates to be achieved under isostatic pressure [70, 71]. These HIP units contain an ultra–high-
pressure Ar gas system for forced convection cooling of the component following the cycle stage, during 
which pressure and high temperature lead to densification of the metal powder. This in-situ heat treatment 
can generate cooling rates that allow martensite to form in steels with the appropriate compositions. After 
the quench, heat will be applied during the cycle to reach the temperature for tempering. 

2.2.7 Witness Specimens and Protrusions

To confirm the quality and performance of the PM-HIP component for the intended application, material 
for conducting tests to determine the microstructure, mechanical properties, and corrosion can be 
machined directly from a separately produced witness specimen or from a protrusion on the component(s) 
to be HIPed. For example, Code Case N-834 requires that a protrusion (extension or prolongation) of 8 in. 
(200 mm) or longer be added to one end of each item. The protrusion must equal or exceed the thickest 
section of that item. The protrusion is removed upon completion of the HIP process and heat treatment 
and is then used for microstructural characterization, density measurements, chemical testing, mechanical 
testing, and intergranular corrosion testing. Alternately, a witness specimen , which is a separate can 
(capsule) filled with the same powder and placed into the HIP unit with the component(s), can also be 
used for testing. 

Witness specimens must be of a dimension and size that are relative to the component. Protrusions, which 
are designed and fabricated on the steel can that contains the metal powder during HIP, must be of 
suitable size, number, location, and orientation relative to the steel can. When producing heavy-section 
large components by PM-HIP, the dimensions of the witness specimens and protrusions should correlate 
with the largest thickness of the component. This ensures that microstructural inhomogeneities that may 
occur in the heavy-section large component are captured in the witness specimens and protrusions for 
correlation with mechanical property measurements. These inhomogeneities occur as a result of variations 
in the metal powder’s tap density, variations in localized densification rates, and variations in surface and 
internal cooling rates. In the structural integrity requirements of ASTM Standard Specifications 
A989/A989M for HIP of alloy steels, A988/A988M for HIP of SSs, and B834 for nickel-based alloys, 
samples can be taken from the component stem, protrusion, or test part (witness specimen) that is made 
from the same powder consolidated in the same HIP unit using the same pressure, temperature, and time 
parameters and heat treated in the same final heat treatment charge after HIP. 

It becomes impractical to confirm the density of heavy-section large PM-HIP components by traditional 
methods that are typically feasible for small PM-HIP components based on Archimedes’ principle (e.g., 
hydrometer or hydrostatic balance). Therefore, the use of witness specimens and protrusions may be the 
only practical method for measuring the density of heavy-section large components. Options described 
above should be used to design the dimensions of the witness specimens and protrusions based on the 
steel can of the large component. Nondestructive methods such as ultrasonic testing are effective for 
estimating the density of large components produced from SSs and low alloy steels [81]. 

2.2.8 Can Removal, Surface Finish, and Post Processing

Once the product is produced by HIP, the can material must be removed. ASTM Specifications A988 
(SS) and A989 (CrMo steel) require that, unless specified in the purchase order, the can material must be 
removed by chemical or mechanical methods such as pickling or machining. After pickling, Code Case 
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N-834 (SS) requires that all surfaces exposed to the process fluid be removed by machining or grinding to 
a depth of 0.008 in. (0.2 mm) or greater. ASTM Specification B834 (Nickel Alloys) simply requires that 
the can be removed from the final part, and no further specifics are given as to how this is to be 
accomplished. However, it is noted that either method could be used on nickel-based alloys. For A508 
low alloy steel type material, the can removal would be limited to machining only, given that chemical 
removal could negatively impact the A508 material. Any future ASTM or ASME specification for A508 
would be expected to include this limitation. 

Despite the net or near-net manufacturing of PM-HIP, after can removal, many components will require a 
combination of surface finishing and post processing operations, because the resulting dimensions and 
tolerances are generally not within the requirements of the final component [59, 66]. Sometimes the 
dimensions of the steel can are intentionally oversized because of uncertainties in precisely predicting the 
volume shrinkage of the powder and deformation behavior of the steel can during HIP processing. 
Oversizing may be necessary for producing heavy-section large components for nuclear reactors by PM-
HIP. A combination of machining, finish grinding, and other surface treatments may be used to obtain the 
component’s final dimensions and tolerances. The PM-HIP component’s machinability is not expected to 
differ significantly from conventionally manufactured components. 

Post-HIP machining is important for ensuring an acceptable surface finish for the final component. 
Depending on the can removal method, a fairly rough surface may remain that could be more susceptible 
to corrosion and fatigue. Machining to the final dimensions addresses this issue by producing a uniform 
smooth surface that is similar to conventionally manufactured materials. 

2.3 MICROSTRUCTURE AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF PM-HIP COMPONENTS

2.3.1 Microstructure

The primary difference in microstructure of PM-HIP SSs and low alloy steels compared to the same steels 
produced by traditional manufacturing methods is smaller grain size [21, 65]. For 316L SS, the 
microstructure of the PM-HIP component will be fairly similar to that of the wrought 316L SS, but it will 
be much different than that of the cast 316L [85]. Figure 24 compares the microstructures of 316L SS in 
the PM-HIP condition (Figure 24a) and the wrought condition (Figure 24b). Both microstructures show 
equiaxed grains with some annealing twins, but the grains observed in the PM-HIP 316L SS are much 
smaller than those in the wrought 316L SS. 
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(a) (b)

Figure 24. Optical micrographs of PM-HIP 316L SS produced by (a) PM-HIP and in the (b) wrought 
condition [85]. Note a small difference in magnification between the optical micrographs. 

Another microstructural characteristic of PM-HIP is that the equiaxed grain structure does not change 
with location in the PM-HIP component. Figure 25 and Figure 26 demonstrate this characteristic by 
showing the microstructure of the 316L SS valve body that was produced by PM-HIP with a weight of 
1,716 lbs., or 780 kg [26, 85]. The valve body shown in Figure 26 was sectioned, and metallography 
samples were prepared from three orientations pertaining to longitudinal, transverse and hoop directions. 
The optical micrographs shown in Figure 26 show the microstructure of the valve body viewed in the 
hoop, longitudinal, and transverse directions. These results indicate that there are effectively no 
differences in the size or the morphology of the grains in the microstructure. With PM-HIP, the 
hydrostatic stresses at elevated temperatures cause virtually no macroscopic strain deformations during 
densification by the sintering and creep mechanisms that would otherwise result in grain structure 
anisotropy. This densification mechanism is favorable for producing large structural components by PM-
HIP. 
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Figure 25. Section of the valve body of 316L SS produced by PM-HIP with marking to show three 
directions—hoop, longitudinal, and transverse - from which metallography samples were prepared [85].

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 26. Optical micrographs of PM-HIP 316L SS showing the similar and isotropic grain size and 
morphology of the microstructure observed in (a) circumferential, (b) longitudinal and (c) transverse 

orientations [26]. Note: scale markers are 50 m [85].

2.3.2 Tensile

The tensile properties of PM-HIP components are typically comparable to or better than those of 
components produced by traditional casting, forging, drawing, and rolling methods. During a 
collaboration between EPRI, Carpenter Technology, and Tyco Valves, the tensile properties were 
measured from ~25 to ~538°C for samples fabricated from each of three valve bodies of 316L SS 
produced by PM-HIP [85]. Figure 27 shows the tensile data obtained for the three 316L SS valve bodies 
(identification [ID] codes 815111, Y1620B and 814520) and the tensile requirements for a forged F316L 
SS flange for comparison. The results indicate that the values of YS (Figure 27a) and ultimate tensile 
strength (UTS) (Figure 27b) for all the PM-HIP 316L SS valve bodies were higher than those of the 
forged F316L SS flange requirements, which are the minimum tensile strength values from ASTM 
Specification A988/A988M. 
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(a)

(b)

Figure 27. Comparison of the temperature dependence of (a) YS and (b) UTS between four PM-HIP 
produced heats of 316L SS and the minimum strengths of two forged flanges F316L SS [85].

In another project involving EPRI, Carpenter Technology, and GE-Dresser, three valve bodies of Grade 
91 (9Cr-1Mo-0.25V) steel were manufactured by PM-HIP [10]. The mechanical properties of samples 
fabricated from each of the three valve bodies (ID Codes Y1549B, Y1550B, and Y1551B) were obtained 
by tensile tests from room temperature to 704°C. The main difference between the three ID codes for the 
Grade 91 steel valve bodies was the tempering treatment, which was 4 h at 777°C for Y1549B and 
Y1551B, and 4.5 h at 746°C for Y1550B. The measured values of UTS and YS as a function of 
temperature are shown in Figure 28, and the plot showing the measured values of elongation and 
reduction in area, as a function of temperature, are shown in Figure 29. The tensile data of wrought Grade 
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91 steel obtained from ORNL report 6303 [92] are included in Figure 28 and Figure 29 for comparison. 
Each plot shows a polynomial fit curve in yellow, representing minimum values for wrought Grade 91 
material as established by ORNL as part of the modified 9Cr-1Mo (Grade 91) development program for 
advanced liquid metal reactors (LMRs). The figures show that the three Grade 91 PH-HIP valve bodies 
meet the minimum values established values for wrought Grade 91. 

(a)

(b)

Figure 28. Comparison of the temperature dependence of (a) YS and (b) tensile strength for three 
Grade 91 PM-HIP valve bodies [10]. Polynomial fits in yellow show the minimum 

strength values for wrought Grade 91 developed by ORNL [92].
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Figure 29. Comparison of the temperature dependence of elongation and reduction in the area between three 
PM-HIP–produced heats of Grade 91 [10]. The polynomial fit curve, shown in yellow, indicates the minimum 

elongation and reduction in area values for wrought Grade  91developed by ORNL [92].

2.3.3 Creep

Grade 91 (9Cr-1Mo-0.25V) steel was originally developed for use in LMRs because of the need for a 
material with improved high-temperature performance compared to type 304 and type 316 SSs [92]. In 
the project with EPRI, Carpenter Technology, and GE-Dresser, the thermal creep properties of the three 
PM-HIP Grade 91 valve bodies were obtained via time-to-rupture creep tests. Figure 30 shows the creep 
properties for numerous samples of the three Grade 91 valve bodies using the Larson Miller Parameter 
(LMP) method. The extensive collection of creep data for Grade 91 assembled by EPRI is provided in 
Figure 30. The results show that all creep data for the three PM-HIP produced valve bodies of Grade 91 
generally lie within the range of creep data for wrought Grade 91. The data for the Y1550B heat that had 
the lower tempering treatment of 4.5 h at 746°C lie on the upper range of creep data for wrought Grade 
91, which indicates better creep properties. Therefore, PM-HIP does not appear to negatively impact 
creep properties compared to those found in Grade 91 wrought material.
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Figure 30. Comparison of the creep properties using the LMP for the three PM-HIP produced heats of Grade 
91, with creep data compiled for conventionally manufactured Grade 91 by EPRI [10]. 

2.3.4 Impact Toughness

Low Alloy Steels for RPVs

The composition of low alloy steels and their microstructural characteristics, as affected by heat 
treatments, are major factors that influence toughness properties. In general, ferritic steels over ⅝-inch 
thick that are used in safety-related NPP components are required to be impact tested. For ASME Code 
Class 1 vessels such as the RPV, ASME Code Section III, NB-2331 specifies testing requirements to 
determine reference temperature of nil ductility transition (RTNDT) using a combination of drop-weight 
testing to determine NDT and Charpy V-notch (Cv) testing to determine the temperature at which the 
material has a Cv energy of 50 ft-lb and 35 mils lateral expansion (MLE). Drop-weight tests are used to 
determine a temperature TNDT that is at or above the NDT temperature. RTNDT is higher than TNDT, or it is 
the temperature at which three Cv specimens achieve a minimum of 50 ft-lb absorbed energy and 35 MLE 
˗ 60°F. Although the minimum Cv and MLE values in NB-2331 are required to define RTNDT, there is no 
actual minimum RTNDT requirement for vessels in NB-2331. Therefore, RTNDT is used in conjunction with 
Figure G-2210-1 of Section XI, Appendix G, to determine the critical or reference stress-intensity factor 
KIC as a function of temperature, which is a key input to determine pressure-temperature operating limits. 

The origin of the Cv requirements is described in Welding Research Council Bulletin, PVRC 
Recommendations on Toughness Requirements for Ferritic Materials, PVRC, Ad Hoc Group on 
Toughness Requirements, August 1972 (WRC 175) [93], which shows a correlation between 35 MLE and 
50 ft-lb of absorbed energy (at TNDT +60 degrees) and a dynamic fracture toughness of 70 ksi-√in for A-
533-B pressure vessel plate steel. Although A-508 low alloy steel was not included in this correlation, it 
was assumed at the time that A-508 material would exhibit a behavior similar to that of A-533. This is the 
origin of the requirements for the determination of RTNDT in the ASME Code for ferritic vessel materials. 
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Given that A508 PM-HIP is a new product form that may behave differently from that of forgings, the 
correlation between Charpy impact properties and fracture toughness properties of PM-HIP A508 should 
be verified. 

EPRI and several other organizations collaborated on a project to demonstrate the capability to produce 
large components with chemistry similar to SA-508 Grade 3, Class 1 material, using the PM-HIP process 
[49, 86, 94]. Three heats of A508 steel powder weighing ~500 lb (227 kg) were produced by CPP, with 
variations in composition for obtaining different hardenability levels based on carbon equivalency (CE). 
The three heats of materials produced -160114, 160115, and 160116 - had CE values of 0.62, 0.69, and 
0.55, respectively. Additional information on these heats can be found in Section 2.1.1.2, Table 2 of this 
report. Each heat of powder was packed into a rectangular-shaped can to produce billets and was 
consolidated by HIP for 4 h at 2,050°F (1,121°C) and 15 ksi (103.4 MPa). Nine smaller plates were cut 
from each billet and solution annealed (4 h at 2,050°F [1,121°C] and gas quenched), followed by a 
normalizing treatment (10 h at 1,650°F [899°C] and gas quenched). 

An extensive test matrix of tempering treatments for 4 h at 1,175°F (635°C), 1,200°F (659°C), and 
1,225°F (663°C);10 h at 1,175°F, 1,200°F and 1,225°F (663°C); and 20 h at 1,175°F (635°C), 1,200°F 
(650°C), and 1,225°F (663°C) - for a total of nine conditions for each billet - was used to study the effects 
of tempering on the Charpy impact toughness properties on each heat of powder. These tests showed that 
all tempering treatments yielded toughness values exceeding the ASME SA-508 specification of 30 ft-lb 
at 40°F for Grade 3 Class 1 material. Heat 160116 tempered at 1,200°F for 10 and 20 h was identified as 
having the best balance of tensile and toughness properties. Although not reported in the references, it is 
believed that all three heats of powder were manufactured using vacuum induction melting (VIM) 
coupled with inert gas atomization (IGA) instead of air induct melted (AIM) IGA given the high 
toughness of many of the tested samples. 

Before proceeding to fabricate a large nozzle and RPV shell section with a chemistry and CE closely 
matching Heat 160116, reconfirmation testing was performed on two test coupons from Heat 160116 
material. One coupon was tempered at 1,200°F for 10 h, and another for 20 h. The coupon tempered for 
10 h provided similar toughness values to those produced in earlier testing, with Charpy impact testing 
values approaching 160 ft-lb at the upper shelf. 

Results of the confirmation testing are shown in Figure 31 against earlier Charpy testing data (“Screening 
Data” shown as green x marks in Figure 31). Figure 31 shows the Charpy impact energy from -200 to 
120°F after tempering at 1,200°F. The upper shelf toughness was ~160 ft-lb, whereas the toughness 
transition temperature was estimated at -85°F (-65°C). These toughness values are considerably higher 
than the required SA-508 minimum value of 30 ft-lb at 40°F. The screening data from the original testing 
of Heat 160116 (solution anneal, normalize, temper at 1200°F) do not represent a full Charpy curve; it 
only represents several data points. The red squares represent solution annealed heat treatment with no 
normalizing, followed by a 1,200°F temper for 10 h. The green triangles represent testing performed on 
samples subjected to the same thermal cycles as the screening data. 
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Figure 31. Charpy impact toughness results produced during the reconfirmation 
testing of the low hardenability (CE=0.55) heat 160116 [49]. 

With respect to the RPV toughness requirements, as shown in Figure 31, the 50 ft-lb requirement was met 
at about -100°F, which would then equate to an RTNDT of approximately -160°F. Although there is no 
minimum RTNDT requirement for RPV steels in Section III, Subsection NB, or Section XI, an unirradiated 
RTNDT of -160°F compares favorably to the unirradiated RTNDT of many RPV materials in service in the 
operating reactor fleet. For other ferritic components ≤2.5 in., such as piping, pumps, and valves, the 
minimum ASME requirements range from 20 to 40 MLE (depending on the component thickness) at a 
temperature lower than or equal to the lowest service temperature as established in the design 
specification, with no absorbed energy requirement. For ferritic piping and material for pumps, valves, 
and fittings with nominal thickness >2.5 in., the requirements for vessels discussed above must be met.

After this work was complete, EPRI prepared to scale up the manufacturing process and demonstrate very 
large components with good toughness. However, subsequent work resulted in toughness values ranging 
from 65 to 130 ft-lb, a range which is significantly less than the 160 ft-lb achieved previously. Therefore, 
EPRI investigated the cause of the lower toughness and determined that reducing oxygen and silicon 
levels, improving handling, storage and transportation, and performing vacuum annealing to further 
reduce residual gas levels would help achieve improved properties. Data supporting these conclusions is 
provided in Gandy and Albert [49], but in particular, the vacuum annealing data are of high relevance. 

Steel cans were filled with the A508 powder that was then cold degassed. This was followed by vacuum 
annealing at 700 or 800ºC for 4 h, and then they were degassed to remove the back-filled Ar gas. They 
were welded shut and underwent HIP at 1,120°C for 4 h. The HIP components were solution annealed at 
1,120°C for 2 h, normalized at 900°C for 10 h and water quenched, and finally temper annealed at 650°C 
for 10 h and air cooled. Following Charpy impact testing, the results showed that the samples that were 
vacuum annealed at 800°C exceeded the EPRI goal of 100 ft-lb, whereas the 700°C anneal was less than 
100 ft-lb, as shown in Figure 32. It was suggested that a longer vacuum annealing time at the lower 
temperature of 700°C may allow for necessary reduction of oxides on the surface of the powder particles, 
thus leading to improved toughness properties. 
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Figure 32. Charpy impact energy of A508 capsules that received 700 or 800°C vacuum annealing followed by 
HIP and heat treatment. Cv testing was conducted at room temperature [49]. 

A benchmark value (non-vacuum annealed) for these heats is 74 ft-lb.

Stainless Steels

Because of the inherently exceptional fracture toughness of austenitic SS, ASME Code, Section III, does 
not have requirements for impact toughness testing of austenitic SS made by conventional manufacturing 
methods. Therefore, analysis of impact toughness of PM-HIP SS is focused on confirming that PM-HIP 
also produces SS with excellent toughness.

The impact toughness of PM-HIP 316L SSs at room and higher temperatures are similar to those of 
conventional forged components when the oxygen levels are kept sufficiently low [95]. However, 
following the approval of the ASME Code Case N-834 in 2013, studies showed that a decrease in impact 
toughness occurred for PM-HIP 316L components at cryogenic temperatures that was not observed with 
forged 316L components. Austenitic SS components in NPPs do not operate at cryogenic temperature, 
but knowledge can be gained regarding the impact of oxygen on overall impact toughness.

The reasons for the drop in impact toughness of PM-HIP 316L at cryogenic temperatures were associated 
with a high concentration of oxide inclusions in the microstructure that were generally larger in size than 
in conventionally manufactured components. The correlation of oxygen content with the impact 
toughness of PM-HIP 316L was investigated by Berglund and Östlund [95]. In this study, three powders 
of 316L were produced by gas atomization using a nitrogen atmosphere followed by HIP consolidation. 
Two of the powders, P1 and P2, were produced with conventional induction melting, and the third 
powder, P3, was produced with vacuum induction melting. For comparison, a 5 cm diameter 
conventionally rolled bar of 316L was produced and referred to as C1. Figure 33 shows the measured 
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oxygen levels of the three atomized powders after sieving in four size ranges. The results show lower 
oxygen levels for the vacuum induction melting of P3 compared to conventional induction melting of P1 
and P2. Higher oxygen levels were associated with the smallest powder size range of 32-45 m that 
decreased with increasing powder size range to the lowest level in the largest 240-355 m size range. The 
higher oxygen content of smaller powder sizes is commonly observed and is to the result of the higher 
surface area that promotes larger oxide coverage, or mass, compared to the bulk volume. 

Figure 33. The measured oxygen content of the three powders of 316L sieved into four size ranges. 

The temperature dependences of impact toughness for the three PM-HIP 316L (P1, P2 and P3) and the 
rolled bar of 316L SS (C1) are shown in Figure 34 [91]. This figure also includes the impact toughness 
results for a forged 316L, which was obtained from reference 7 in the study by Berglund and Östlund 
[95]. The impact toughness of the three PM-HIP 316L and the rolled bar of 316L varied significantly 
more than that of forged 316L over the temperature range from -198 to 200°C. Compared to the forged 
316L, which showed little dependence of impact toughness from -198 to 200°C, both the P3 PM-HIP 
316L  and the C1 rolled bar of 316L possessed higher toughness values above 0°C. Although P1 and P2 
PM-HIP 316L had higher impact toughness values than the forged 316L at 200°C, the impact toughness 
values of P1 and P2 were about 50 Joules, or ~37 ft-lb lower than the forged 316L at room temperature. 
However, all three PM-HIP 316L have lower impact toughness values at -198°C compared to the C1 
rolled bar of 316L and the forged 316L. These results are not critical, because LWR components do not 
operate at cryogenic temperatures, but they do provide some guidance on PM-HIP process conditions. 
The vacuum induction melting used to produce the P3 316L powder led to lower oxygen levels compared 
to the conventional induction melting used for the production of the P1 and P2 316L powders. The 
microstructural characterization of the nonmetallic inclusions present in the three PM-HIP 316L materials 
showed that P3 possessed the largest number of nonmetallic inclusions with the smallest sizes compared 
to the P1 and P2 PM-HIP 316L [95]. This correlation between a higher number of smaller size inclusions 
with the lower oxygen level may be responsible for the improved temperature-dependent impact 
toughness properties of P3 PM-HIP 316L. 
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Figure 34. Comparison of impact toughness properties of the three gas-atomized powders (P1, P2 and P3) 
with a rolled bar of 316L (C1) and a forged 316L material from reference 7 in [95]. Note: Conversion from 

Joules to ft-lb is 0.737572.

2.3.5 Stress Corrosion

Intergranular stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC) is known to exist for 304 and 316 SSs in BWR primary 
coolant systems [96]. The two main factors that contribute to IGSCC of these SSs is thermal sensitization 
and cold working. Welding processes can produce sensitization in the heat-affected zone of these SSs as a 
result of precipitation of chromium-rich carbides on GBs, accompanied by the depletion in chromium 
adjacent to the GBs. There are several ways to control or reduce the chances for sensitization, including 
post-weld heat treatment and reducing the carbon level by using 304L and 316L SSs. Cold work has also 
been shown to increase stress corrosion cracking (SCC) susceptibility. The mechanism by which cold 
work increases SCC is thought to involve formation of martensite, increase in residual stresses, and 
inhomogeneous formation of localized deformation [96].

SCC tests include slow strain rate and crack growth rate (CGR) tests. Early results obtained by EPRI on 
SCC testing of PM-HIP 316L produced using AIM, N-gas atomized powder that was solution annealed 
after compaction have shown similar SCC crack growth rates with wrought 316L [97]. Table 4 compares 
the SCC growth rate for the wrought and PM-HIP 316L in the as-received and 20% cold-worked 
conditions. The corrosion tests were conducted in water at 288°C with 20 ppb sulfates as H2SO4 at ~30 
and 40 MPa√m with low and high electrochemical potentials (ECPs). As seen in this table, the SCC 
growth rates are very similar for all test conditions between the wrought and PM-HIP 316L SS indicating 
that PM-HIP does not significantly increase SCC susceptibility compared to that of wrought materials. 
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Table 4. Preliminary results of EPRI corrosion tests on wrought and PM-HIP 316L and 600M [97]

2.3.6 Fatigue

Very little data exist comparing the low cycle fatigue (LCF) data of PM-HIP SSs with wrought SSs. Only 
one study was identified comparing LCF properties of wrought and PM-HIP 316L SS in air and PWR 
water conditions [98]. The 316L powder used in this study was supplied by Carpenter to fabricate a large 
pipe using PM-HIP by Bodycote. The pipe had outer and inner diameters of 97.8 and 74.4 cm, 
respectively, and a length of 150 cm. The pipe was sintered by HIP at 1,150°C for 3.5 h at a pressure of 
105 MPa (heating rate of 220°C/h and a cooling rate of 240°C/h). The pipe was then heat treated at 
1055°C for 3 h (heating rate of 65°C/h) and was subsequently water quenched [98]. Numerous specimens 
were fabricated from the PM-HIP 316L pipe with a gauge length of 1.35 cm and a diameter of 0.9 cm. 
The fatigue tests were carried out in air and in PWR water at 300°C according to the A03-403 AFNOR 
standard (or ASTM E606-04e1), using either Schenck or MTS servo-hydraulic–driven closed loop 
machines equipped with autoclaves. Several parameters were controlled to simulate the chemistry of the 
PWR water used in the LCF tests. The LCF tests were conducted using total axial strain control at various 
strain amplitudes and strain rates. Because there were little LCF data on 316L SS in PWR water, existing 
LCF data obtained for the 304L SS products were used for comparison with the data on PM-316L. The 
existing LCF 304L data were obtained from a pipe and several blocks fabricated by PM-HIP. The 304L 
pipe and blocks were sintered by HIP at 1,150°C for 3 h at a pressure of 105 MPa (heating rate of 
360°C/h, cooling rate of 240°C/h). The pipe and blocks were then heat treated at 1,056°C for 4.6 h 
(heating rate of 360°C/h) and subsequently water quenched [98]. 

The results of the LCF tests on PM-HIP 316L SS at 300°C in air and PWR water are shown in Figures 36 
and 37, respectively. For comparison with the data for PM-HIP 316L, both figures also include LCF data 
for 304L SS and the mean air fatigue curve generated by Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) for 
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austenitic SSs. The curves plot the theoretical fatigue life for a failure criterion of 25% load drop (N25). 
The comparison of LCF data for LCF tests in air at 300°C shown in Figure 35 indicates that the fatigue 
life of PM-HIP 316L SS agrees very well with that of 304L and the ANL mean air curve. These results 
indicate that the fatigue strength of PM-316L is similar to the wrought product form at 300°C in air. For 
PWR water at 300°C, the results of the LCF tests for PM-HIP 316L shown in Figure 36 also indicate a 
similar fatigue life compared to the wrought materials. Furthermore, the data in PWR water showed that 
the fatigue life of PM-HIP 316L was conservative compared to the ASME C (2007) fatigue design curve. 
Therefore, the limited data suggests that PM-HIP does not adversely affect LCF properties in air or PWR 
water compared to conventional manufacturing. 

Figure 35. Comparison of the fatigue life of PM-HIP 316L in air at 300°C with data obtained for 304L and 
the ANL mean fatigue curve for austenitic SSs [98].
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Figure 36. Comparison of the fatigue life of PM-HIP 316L in PWR water at 300°C with data obtained for 
304L, the ANL mean fatigue curve for austenitic SSs, and the fatigue design curves from ASME C 2007 and 

ASME 2010 [98].

2.3.7 Irradiation Effects

Very few investigations have been reported in the literature regarding the effects of neutron irradiation on 
PM-HIP SSs or low alloy steels. Because the performance of PM-HIP components of SSs and low alloy 
steels of nuclear reactors are unknown, limits on the neutron irradiation fluence are established for the 
design life of the component. For PM-HIP SSs such as 304L and 316L, ASME Code Case N-834 
(endorsed by the NRC) limits their use to components in applications in which the neutron irradiation 
fluence levels do not exceed 1 × 1017 n/cm2 (E > 1 MeV) within the component’s lifetime [99]. 

To enable the use of PM-HIP materials in components that receive significant irradiation, testing in 
neutron-irradiated conditions should be performed to obtain data for assessing the irradiated material 
performance of PM-HIP components. A review of the literature identified only two studies published in 
the early 2000s that covered the neutron irradiation behavior of PM-HIP 316L for high heat flux (HHF) 
components of ITER [100-102].

In a study by Rodchenkov et al. [100], neutron irradiations were conducted on 316LN-IG (ITER Grade) 
rolled plate, powder-HIP (PM-HIP), solid HIP (plate that was HIPed) and HIPed joints (SS/SS plate). 
Samples fabricated for tensile, fracture toughness and IGSCC testing were irradiated in the SM-3 reactor 
in Dimmitrovgrad, Russia, to doses of ~4 and 10 dpa (displacements per atom) at 175 and 265°C. Figure 
37 shows the effect of the neutron irradiation conditions on the plate, solid HIP, and powder HIP of 
316LN-IG. Compared to the stress-strain curves of the unirradiated samples (not shown in this 
publication), the irradiation conditions caused hardening and loss of ductility, as well as a decrease in 
strain hardening capacity. These are typical irradiation effects on SSs.
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In general, the higher dose of 10 dpa compared to 4 dpa at 265°C resulted in the largest amount of 
hardening and lowest ductility. The more limited data obtained for irradiation at 175°C showed a similar 
trend for the solid HIP material (Figure 32). The effects of neutron dose at 265°C on the tensile properties 
of the plate, solid HIP, and powder HIP materials are shown in Figure 38. The tensile results shown in 
these figures compare the YS, UTS, uniform elongation (UEL), total elongation (TEL) and reduction in 
area (RA) for each of the manufactured materials in the unirradiated condition and after neutron 
irradiation at 265°C to doses of 4 and 10 dpa. These results show increases of ~400 to 500 MPa for YS 
and ~200 to 250 MPa for UTS for all 316LN-IG materials. After irradiation to 4 dpa, the UEL observed 
for the three 316LN-IG manufactured materials in the unirradiated condition decreases from ~20 to 4% 
for the rolled plate, from ~24 to 12% for the solid HIP, and from ~24 to 5% for the powder HIP 
conditions, whereas the TEL decreases from ~24 to 18%, from ~42 to 24%, and ~40 to 18% for the rolled 
plate, solid HIP, and powder HIP conditions, respectively. When the neutron dose reached 10 dpa, the 
UEL of the rolled plate is below 1%, whereas that of the solid HIP and powder HIP are ~7 and ~4%, 
respectively. The TEL remains higher than 10% for all three manufactured materials. In general, the 
results show that changes in tensile properties of neutron irradiated PM-HIP components of 316LN-IG 
(and 316L) are similar or better than components manufactured by traditional technologies such as 
casting, rolling, or forging. 

The effects of neutron irradiation on the fracture toughness and IGSCC properties of the three 
manufactured materials of 316LN-IG was also investigated [100]. The fracture toughness was determined 
by crack-opening displacement (COD) using miniature three-point bend specimens with tests performed 
at the same temperature as the irradiation. The COD is a measure of the strain or displacement of the 
crack tip propagating through the specimen during the test. The COD of the unirradiated materials in all 
three conditions (rolled plate, solid HIP, and powder HIP) was more than 0.4 mm. After exposure to 4 
dpa, the COD decreased to 0.06–0.1 mm, with no significant differences between the rolled plate, solid 
HIP, and powder HIP materials. However, the powder HIP material showed the lowest COD of 0.06, 
whereas the solid HIP material had the highest COD of ~0.1 mm. A further decrease in COD was 
observed for all three manufactured materials after neutron irradiation to 10 dpa. Therefore, the PM-HIP 
material had similar but slightly lower toughness than the plate material. Although no data were shown, 
the study reported that the resistance to IGSCC measured by electrochemical potential reactivation 
method showed no susceptibility to SCC. This was true for all tests conditions, including the unirradiated 
condition and after irradiation to 10 dpa at 265°C for the rolled plate, solid HIP, and powder HIP 
materials of 316LN-IG. 
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Figure 37. Stress-strain curves of neutron-irradiated 316LN-IG manufactured as 
(a) rolled plate, (b) solid HIP, and (c) powder HIP [100].
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Figure 38. Effect of neutron irradiation dose at 265°C on the tensile properties of 316LN-IG 
manufactured as (a) rolled plate, (b) solid HIP, and (c) powder HIP [100].
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In studies by Lind and Bergenlid [101, 102], neutron irradiations were also conducted on PM-HIP 
316LN-IG SS for primary wall components of ITER. Samples of the European type wrought 316LN-IG 
SS and the PM-HIP 316LN-IG SS were fabricated for tensile, low cycle fatigue, and fracture toughness 
testing before and after being neutron irradiated in a pressurized water loop in the Studsvik R2 test reactor 
in Sweden. The samples were exposed to neutron doses of 0.7 and 2.5 dpa at 290°C. The 316LN-IG 
powder with an oxygen content of 195 wppm was HIPed at 140 MPa, 1,160°C, for 2 h to produce a large 
block from which a smaller section was cut for fabricating the specimens for testing. 

The tensile tests were conducted on specimens with a circular gauge section 3 mm in diameter and 20 mm 
in length. Two specimens of the wrought and PM-HIP 316LN-IG materials were tested at 290°C. An 
hourglass shaped specimen with a minimum diameter of 3.2 mm was used for the low cycle fatigue tests 
using a constant diametral strain amplitude of 0.17% and a frequency of 0.125 Hz. The fracture toughness 
tests were conducted using compact tension (CT) specimens with a thickness of 6.25 mm and a width of 
12.5 mm. The CT specimens of the wrought 316LN-IG were prepared in the L-T orientation, where L is 
the longitudinal direction, and T is the transverse direction. The CT specimens were pre-cracked at room 
temperature after irradiation and tested at 290°C using the J-integral method following the ASTM E813. 
The J term is a measure of the strain energy release per fracture surface area created by propagation of the 
fatigue pre-crack through the specimen. Because of the miniature size of the CT specimens, the critical JIC 
value near the onset of stable crack extension could not be determined. Therefore, the JQ (kJ/m2) value 
was evaluated at the intersection of the power law regression and the 0.2 mm offset line. 

The results of the tensile, low cycle fatigue, and fracture toughness tests conducted on unirradiated and 
irradiated specimens of the wrought and PM-HIP 316LN-IG specimens are shown in Figure 39 (tensile) 
and Tables 4 (tensile), 5 (low cycle fatigue) and 6 (fracture toughness). The stress-strain curves shown in 
Figure 39 indicate that the PM-HIP and wrought 316LN-IG specimens were very similar. After neutron 
irradiation to 0.7 dpa, the PM-HIP specimens showed higher YS and lower elongation compared to the 
wrought specimens, but there were essentially no differences in stress-strain behavior after irradiation to 
2.5 dpa. Table 5 shows the measured values for YS (Rp02), UTS (Rm), uniform reduction (Au) and total 
reduction (A) for the wrought and PM-HIP 316LN-IG in the unirradiated condition and after neutron 
irradiation at 290°C to 0.7 dpa and 2.5 dpa. The values for Z (%) were not described in the publication 
[102], but it seems to define the percent reduction in area after reaching the instability in deformation, 
referred to as necking, at Au. The decrease in Z follows the same decreasing trends in elongation with 
increasing neutron dose at 290°C for the wrought and PM-HIP 316LN-IG specimens. Therefore, the PM-
HIP material appears to have generally similar properties to the wrought material, with slightly higher 
strength and slightly lower ductility.

Figure 39. Stress-strain curves of the unirradiated and irradiated specimens of 316LN-IG obtained 
from tensile tests at 290°C, which was the irradiation temperature [102]. 

The bold stress-strain curves are for the PM-HIP 316LN-IG specimens. 
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Table 5. Compilation of tensile properties from the tensile tests at 290°C for the unirradiated and irradiated 
specimens of 316LN-IG. Rp0.2 is the YS, Rm is the UTS, Au is the uniform area reduction, and A is the area 

reduction [102]. Note: no definition was provided for the Z (%) value, but it is likely the percent reduction in the 
area after necking 

The low cycle fatigue endurance results shown in Table 6 indicate similar average cycles to 
failure (NF) between the unirradiated and low-dose irradiation to 0.7 dpa for the wrought and 
PM-HIP 316LN-IG specimens. At the higher dose of 2.5 dpa, the NF decreases for both the 
wrought and PMHIP 316LN-IG, but the average fatigue endurance of the PM-HIP 316LN-IG is 
more than 20% lower. The results of the J-integral fracture toughness tests for the wrought and 
PM-HIP 316LN-IG specimens after neutron irradiation at 290º°C to 0.7 dpa and 2.5 dpa are 
shown in Table 7. The JQ values of the PM316LN-IG were significantly lower than that of the 
wrought 316LN-IG at both neutron doses. As was mentioned in Lind and Bergenlid [102], the 
oxygen content of the powder used for the PM-HIP 316LN-IG may be related to the reduced 
ductility properties after neutron irradiation compared to the wrought 316LN-IG. The role of 
oxygen may also have influenced the differences in the fracture toughness behavior between the 
wrought and PM-HIP 316LN-IG after neutron irradiation. 

Table 6. The results of the low cycle fatigue tests conducted on unirradiated and 
irradiated specimens of the wrought and PM-HIP 316LN-IG [102]
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Table 7. The results of the fracture toughness tests conducted on the irradiated 
CT specimens of the wrought and PM-HIP 316LN-IG [102]

Overall, the data on irradiated PM-HIP 316LN-IG compared to wrought 316LN-IG suggests that PM-HIP 
has fairly similar performance after irradiation in terms of strength and SCC. However, the PM-HIP 
material does show significantly lower toughness after irradiation, as well as minor decreases in ductility 
and fatigue performance compared to wrought material. This suggests that further investigation is 
warranted before using PM-HIP 316L in irradiated environments.

2.4 TECHNICAL REVIEW OF PM-HIP FOR NUCLEAR APPLICATIONS

In the late 1990s to early 2000s, PM-HIP was explored by international teams in Europe, Japan, and the 
United States for fabricating thick-section first-wall (closest to the fusion reaction) components from 316 
L(N)-IG SS for the ITER fusion experiment [103-105]. Because of the complex design and geometry of 
the components, the ITER team considered PM-HIP among the manufacturing options. In the course of 
this investigation, several PM-HIP mockups were produced ranging in size from ~500 × 250 × 250 mm 
up to a full size shield block prototype (~2,000 × 1,000 × 400 mm), as shown in Figure 40. This PM-HIP 
development worked through some challenges associated with geometric irregularities and deficiencies 
with respect to the required tolerances. Through subsequent larger mockups with process improvements, 
ITER largely overcame these issues. However, an alternative manufacturing method was ultimately 
chosen as a result of concerns about PM-HIP being able to meet the stringent tolerance requirements for 
the primary first-wall components. The lessons learned for using PM-HIP in the future included designing 
the component for fabrication by PM-HIP and improving the uniformity of powder consolidation to 
reduce distortion and improve tolerances.
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(a) (b)

Figure 40. PM-HIP fabrication of (a) the shield block prototype and (b) coolant channel 
system insert in the shield block (both were made from 316L(N)-IG) [99].

Beginning in the early 2000s, R&D programs led by Rolls-Royce in the United Kingdom and the Electric 
Power Research Institute (EPRI) in the United States investigated the use of PM-HIP for producing large 
components of 304L and 316L SSs for nuclear applications and Grade 91 ferritic steel non-nuclear 
applications [28, 30-33, 36, 49, 50, 86, 106, 107]. PM-HIP has an advantage over current processes such 
as casting, forging, and rolling: PM-HIP produces near-net shaped components in different sizes and 
dimensions [10, 25, 27]. Other benefits of PM-HIP include precise composition control of stainless and 
ferritic steels throughout the microstructure of the component and reduction or elimination of welding 
[10]. The initial R&D efforts of these programs focused on the feasibility assessment of PM-HIP for 
producing components from 316L SS and Grade 91 ferritic steel powders [10, 28]. One such component 
produced by PM-HIP of 316L was a valve body 12 inches (30.5 cm) in diameter weighing 1,716 lb (780 
kg), demonstrating that large components could be manufactured by this technology [10]. 

Following the demonstration of PM-HIP on large 316L components, in the 2010s, EPRI began an R&D 
program focused on manufacturing heavy-section low alloy steel components for nuclear applications. 
These applications include RPV components for SMRs. An advantage for producing large components 
using PM-HIP instead of forging is that the latter produces internal defects and nonuniform grain 
structures, whereas the former can reproducibly produce components with uniform fine grain structure 
throughout the microstructure and isotropic mechanical properties. Nevertheless, the transition to using 
PM-HIP to manufacture large components for nuclear reactors creates several practical and technical 
challenges associated with scaling up the technology to larger sizes. 

2.4.1 Large Component Production

The recent developments in PM-HIP technologies for producing large structural components with near-
net shape and full density have been led by the nuclear energy industry. However, these developments 
present challenges to manufacturers of HIP equipment, because large components for current generation 
nuclear reactors and advanced light-water reactors (ALWRs) exceed the work zone size in pressure 
vessels of current HIP units [106]. Producing large products by PM-HIP places large demands on the 
pressure vessel and the furnace to be able to uniformly heat and cool the workpiece. As the pressure 
vessel increases in size, the mass and weight increase too, which makes it more difficult to manufacture 
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the pressure vessel with sufficient strength for safe operation of the HIP unit during production of large 
components.

In 2010, EPRI initiated a project team with utility and industry stakeholders to assess the interest and 
feasibility of manufacturing the largest HIP unit in the United States. This large HIP unit is referred to as 
Advanced Technology Large-Scale (ATLAS) and is intended to produce large components for fossil and 
nuclear energy applications such as pressure vessel heads, valves, pumps, nozzles, headers, and flanges 
[106]. Leading HIP manufacturer, Quintus Technologies AB (formerly Avure Technologies of Västerås, 
Sweden) partnered with EPRI to develop ATLAS. In 2012, Azure announced the development plan for 
the Azure Tera-HIP, or TeraPi, system that would include a work zone of 3 m diameter and 5 m in height. 
The HIP design was modular for quicker installation, with a pressure vessel that consisted of high-
strength steel wire wound around four frames and forged together. The loading frame lifts the workpiece 
container and places it in the pressure vessel. The pressure vessel containing the workpiece is placed in 
the HIP unit by the transfer rail. It was reported that the pressure vessel would weigh more than 250 tons. 

HIP units based on convection furnaces are suited for larger workpieces. Natural convection furnaces heat 
the Ar gas in the furnace heating element area, and heat is transferred by convection as the gas flows into 
the pressure vessel work zone [21, 87]. Once the temperature is reached during heating, the gas 
circulation is stopped. Because convection heating does not produce direct heat on the workpiece as with 
radiation furnaces, pressure vessels with larger work zones can be heated effectively. Further 
improvements can be achieved with forced-convection furnaces, because the gas flow is accelerated by a 
fan which increases the heating and cooling rates and reduces distortions of complex shaped workpieces 
[21]. Referring to the very large Avure HIP (now Quintus Technologies), the furnace system of the TeraPi 
would incorporate Uniform Rapid Cooling (URC) that is designed for rapid heat transfer during cooling, 
with cooling rates of up to 100°C/minute. 

2.4.2 Applied Research of PM-HIP for Nuclear Application 

2.4.2.1 Development History

Early research by Rolls-Royce in England starting in the late 1980s showed that PM-HIP could be used 
for producing components of 304L and 316L SSs for current generation NPPs [26, 28, 30-33, 107]. The 
components consisted of valves, inserts, and toroids. From the success in early investigations for using 
PM-HIP to fabricate components for NPPs, several R&D efforts followed to demonstrate producing 
larger components by PM-HIP. Figure 41 shows a HIPed 316L SS (RCP) bowl blank and the final 
machined RCP pump bowl that Rolls-Royce produced by PM-HIP [31]. First, an RCP bowl blank was 
produced by PM-HIP, followed by solution annealing, pickling off the carbon steel can, and then final 
machining. Prior to machining, a large protrusion with a thickness of 140 mm was removed from the 
bowl discharge area of the HIP consolidated blank for destructive testing. The PM-HIP consolidated 
blank weighed 8,100 kg. Non-destructive inspection using UT showed no internal defects in the RCP 
bowl blank. The tensile properties of the RCP bowl showed that the strength and ductility properties 
exceeded material specifications.
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(a) (b)

Figure 41. (a) RCP bowl blank produced from 316L SS by PM-HIP after consolidation 
and can removal (a) and  finished machined RCP bowl (b) [31].

Starting around 2010, EPRI has led the development of PM-HIP for producing components for pressure-
retaining nuclear and non-nuclear applications [10, 26]. The early research by EPRI involved producing 
PM-HIP components from 316L SS for nuclear applications and Grade 91 steel for fossil energy 
applications. The goal was to obtain the results on processing and mechanical properties from the 
development of PM-HIP to be introduced into the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. EPRI teamed 
with Carpenter Technologies to produce valve bodies from 316L SS and Grade 91 steel as shown in 
Figure 42. The mechanical properties and microstructure characterization by optical metallography were 
obtained from both 316L SS and Grade 91 steel valve bodies. The elevated temperature tensile and 
Charpy impact toughness properties were obtained for support of an ASME Code Case. For the Grade 91 
steel valve body, the elevated temperature tensile properties exceeded that published in ORNL Report 
6303 [92], and the thermal creep performance was comparable to that of a large database of creep values for 
Grade 91, which is covered in Section 2.3 of this report. 
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(a) (b)

Figure 42. Valve bodies of 316L SS (a) and Grade 91 steel (b) produced by PM-HIP [26].

EPRI’s more recent applications using PM-HIP include pressure retaining components from low alloy 
A508 steel [4, 36, 49, 86]. In an early demonstration project conducted by EPRI, PM-HIP was used to 
produce a mock-up RPV upper head of the NuScale SMR [36]. The goal of this project was to 
demonstrate that PM-HIP could be used to produce the pressure vessel upper head at 44% scale of the 
actual size. This scale was selected based on the size of the largest HIP pressure vessel available in the 
United States. The procedure involved joining inner and outer shells with 27 integral penetrations to form 
the can. As part of the can fabrication, numerous tube stems were installed for filling the steel can with 
A508 powder. After degassing, the tube stems were crimped and then welded shut. No details about the 
HIP conditions were provided in the progress report [50]. Figure 43 (a) shows the outer shell following 
the fabrication of the 27 penetrations. Figure 43(b) shows the completed can with fill stems. 

(a) (b)

Figure 43. Fabrication can for the 44% scale can of the pressure vessel upper head 
for the NuScale SMR (a), and completed can with tube stems installed (b) [17]. 
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The reproduced photo in Figure 44 shows the upper vessel head produced by PM-HIP at 44% scale. The 
diameter of the upper vessel assembly is ~50 in. (1,270 mm), and the weight is 3,650 lb (1,650 kg). 

Figure 44. The 44% scale upper vessel head assembly produced by PM-HIP [36]. 

In 2017, an extensive research project funded by DOE consisting of EPRI and Nuclear Advanced 
Manufacturing Research Centre (Nuclear-AMRC) began investigating the use of PM-HIP for producing 
large structural ⅔ scale component assemblies of an SMR vessel [36, 108]. It is generally recognized that 
there are inherent problems with scale-up of nuclear components using PM-HIP, mainly because of the 
costs associated with building a HIP unit with a very large pressure vessel to produce the large RPV 
components. Therefore, the overall goal of this project was to demonstrate that PM-HIP could be 
effective in producing large structural components for nuclear reactors, with a potential cost savings of 
40%, in a reduced time frame of less than 12 months compared to traditional manufacturing methods of 
products for LWRs [19, 36, 49]. Because a ⅔ scale head is too large to fit into the largest PM-HIP unit in 
the United States, the plan was to produce two half head sections by PM-HIP which would be welded 
together with electron beam welding. Producing a seamless full-scale upper head or ⅔ scale upper head 
requires a larger HIP pressure vessel such as ATLAS. The early phase of research by EPRI showed that 
powder with the composition of the low alloy A508 steel produced commercially by gas atomization, 
consolidated by HIP, and heat treated could meet the mechanical properties of ASME Code for SA508 
Grade 3, Class 1 material. 

The research plan in Phase 1 also focused on manufacturing the lower head and the transition shell of the 
pressure vessel at ⅔ scale for the NuScale Power RPV [36]. Figure 45 shows a schematic of the pressure 
vessel for the NuScale RPV. Phase 1 of the project includes fabrication and assembly of the lower reactor 
vessel assembly. The lower reactor vessel assembly consists of the lower head (PM-HIP), lower flange 
shell (forging), and upper transition shell (PM-HIP). Phase 2 of the project will focus on the fabrication 
and assembly of the upper reactor vessel assembly, which is more complex, consisting of the upper head 
with 27 penetrations (PM-HIP), the pressurizer shell (forging), the integral steam plenum (PM-HIP except 
divider plate) and the steam plenum access port assembly (PM-HIP).

The vessel components were consolidated using the 66 in. diameter HIP unit at Bodycote, Oregon, which 
was the largest HIP in the United States. In Phase 1, year 2 of the project, extensive research was 
conducted on smaller billets of an A508 steel that was produced by PM-HIP. The purpose was to 
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understand the effects of composition and contamination on the gas-atomized A508 powders and post-
HIP heat treatments on the mechanical properties, including impact toughness. It also sought to apply the 
knowledge obtained from the research to improve the quality and reproducibility of large components 
such as the nuclear RPV by PM-HIP [49].

NuScale SMR reactor vessel

Upper reactor vessel assembly 

Upper head PM-HIP

Integral steam plenum 
PM-HIP

Transition shell PM-HIP

RPV lower head PM-HIP

Plenum access ports 
PM-HIP

Lower reactor vessel assembly 

Figure 45. Schematic model representing the pressure vessel of the NuScale SMR [19]. 

2.4.2.2 Lower Pressure Vessel Head

The lower vessel head was produced in two sections by PM-HIP and welded together using electron beam 
welding (EBW). EBW of PM-HIP  is addressed in a separate EBW technical letter report [86]. The can 
design consisted of an inner dome and outer surface sections as illustrated in Figure 46. The inner and 
outer sections of the can were welded together. An image showing the can after fabrication and welding is 
reproduced in Figure 47. The size of the half section can is ⅔ scale of the pressure vessel and is heavy; 
once filled with powder, it weighs ~6,910 lb (3,134 kg), which makes it difficult to manage. Ports were 
fabricated on the top surface of the can spaced around the outer diameter for filling with the A508 steel 
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powder. A shaker table was used to ensuring that the powder filled every internal section of the can. After 
this, the can was degassed in vacuum, hermetically sealed by crimping the filling ports, and then welded 
shut to remove any residual air and moisture that was adsorbed on the surface of the A508 steel powder 
before sealing. Three half-section cans were fabricated for consolidating the A508 powder by HIP. The 
first half-section can, or Article 1, was for developing the procedures for fabrication, filling with and 
degassing the powder, and obtaining important data on volume shrinkage and distortions that may be 
encountered during HIP. The second and third half-section cans, or Articles 2 and 3, were fabricated and 
consolidated using procedures similar to that developed for Article 1. The final dimensions of the three 
half-section cans were measured and used to correlate with modeling the volumetric shrinkage during 
HIP. However, estimating the volume shrinkage of the can during HIP was difficult to model because of 
the complex, nonsymmetrical design that included an external boss-support and two internal support 
structures. Measurements of each can were obtained in 3D using a portable coordinate measuring 
machine (FaroArm). Subsequently, a fourth article was produced which is discussed below. 

Figure 46. Illustration of the two sections of the can for the lower vessel head [36].

Article 1 was fabricated with a wall thickness of 0.375 in. (9.5 mm) for the can. The model indicated that 
this wall thickness could accommodate the large size of the half-section capsule that was estimated to 
weigh ~7,000 lb (3,175 kg), when filled with the A508 powder. This can was consolidated using the large 
HIP unit at Bodycote. The can was positioned upright in a rack during HIP to minimize unpredicted 
distortions during HIP. The HIP parameters were 4 h at 2,050°F (1,120°C), but the applied gas pressure 
was not specified in the progress report. The measured dimensions of Article 1 showed that considerable 
distortions occurred during HIP. This consisted of a decrease in the diameter of the can and deflection of 
the bottom support structure from the dimensions predicted by modeling the shrinkage [36]. The 0.375 in. 
wall thickness of Article 1 was considered the cause of the distortions. 

Articles 2 and 3 are almost identical, exception that Article 3 incorporates a backing bar for welding. 
Articles 2 and 3 were manufactured in a manner similar to that used for Article 1, including the HIP 
procedure. Some adjustments were made for Articles 2 and 3 to more closely match the near-final vessel 
dimensions. Based on the distortions measured on the HIP Article 1, the wall thicknesses of the cans for 
Articles 2 and 3 were increased to 0.50 in. (12.5 mm). This increase was predicted by modeling to 
improve the dimensional stability of the half-section can during HIP. The dimensional measurements of 
Article 2 showed smaller distortions in the can during HIP, with two locations on the inner surface out of 
specification by less than 0.125 in. (3.2 mm) of the can and one location on the outer surface near the 
centrally located boss support out of specification by 0.12 in. (3.1 mm). Article 3 showed good 
dimensional accuracy with specifications, with only minor undersize distortions of 0.20 in. (5 mm) at 
sharp radius grooves on the inside surface and 0.25 in. (6 mm) on the boss support. The conclusion of this 
task was that large and heavy half-section cans with nonsymmetric dimensions could be produced by PM-
HIP. Plug samples were removed from Articles 2 and 3 for mechanical testing and metallographic 
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examination. Although Articles 2 and 3 had Charpy impact values of 72 and 59 ft-lb, respectively, the objective 
is to ultimately achieve the goal of >100 ft-lb. Additionally, no thermally induced porosity was observed as in 
Article 1, but optical metallography revealed prior particle boundary decoration with what appeared to be silicates 
with occasional pores. Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) elemental mapping showed the particles to be 
predominantly silicates with occasional manganese sulfides. The investigators continue to improve the fabrication 
process. In the event that the welding of Articles 2 and 3 failed, EPRI commissioned a fourth article which has 
been fabricated for further EBW developmental work. A 3D analysis was performed to compare the final 
geometry of Article 4. The support feature near the center was slightly undersized, but all other dimensions had a 
positive machining allowance. Mechanical testing results for Article 4 were not available at the time of this 
report.

Figure 47. The half-section of the can for the lower vessel head after fabrication and welding [36].

2.4.2.3 Transition Shell Section

Another component of the pressure vessel reported in the Phase 1 progress reports was fabrication of the 
transition shell sections by PM-HIP. Based on the size of the pressure vessel for the large HP unit, the 
transition shell was divided into five equal size sections. Each section is the full height of the transition 
shell, and all will be joined together by EBW to develop the full-diameter transition shell. To fit the large 
size of the transition shell section into the HIP unit, a frame was required to support the section in a 
vertical position (Figure 48). The purpose of fabricating the transition shell sections is to demonstrate that 
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this complex part can be produced through PM-HIP and that vertical EBW welds can be used to join them 
together to fabricate the complete the transition shell. However, it is anticipated that for a production 
NuScale RPV, the upper transition shell will be produced using conventional forging technologies. 

Although five transition shell sections are needed to complete the full diameter of the transition shell, six 
sections will eventually be produced. As reported in the Phase 1 progress reports, four sections have been 
produced. The first section, referred to as Article 1, was produced primarily to understand dimensional 
movement during HIP and to adjust the witness can (discussed below) model/geometry. Article 1 was 
produced without vacuum annealing, because this process was developed later and implemented on the 
future shell sections. EPRI observed inconsistencies in toughness results across similar A508 powder 
chemistries. Therefore, additional processing steps were implemented to keep the powder in the best 
possible condition before consolidation. The vacuum anneal at 800°C was implemented in the 
manufacturing procedure based on results obtained in later studies conducted by EPRI that showed 
improvements in the toughness properties of the A508 steel after HIP with smaller test samples, which 
was documented in the progress report for the second year and discussed in Section 2.3 of this report [49]. 

The second section, referred to as Article 2, was fabricated and filled with the A508 steel powder, 
followed by cold degassing and vacuum annealing at 800°C by Solar Atmospheres [49]. Figure 48 shows 
Article 2 before and after the vacuum annealing. The vacuum annealing was performed on the transition 
shell section in the horizontal position, resulting in severe distortions occurring in the lower section of the 
can that damaged the frame after bulging (Figure 48b). The subsequent investigation determined that the 
bulging was likely caused by an increase in gas pressure inside the can during vacuum annealing [49]. 
This problem resulted from insufficient degassing of the can to remove residual gases associated with the 
A508 steel powder. 

A decision was made to proceed with the HIP of the can with the bulge. Figure 49 shows the transition 
shell section after consolidating the A508 steel powder using the large HIP unit. Similar HIP conditions 
as those used for producing the three lower vessel head articles were employed for the transition shell 
section. The dimensional measurements showed acceptable distortions of the transition shell section after 
HIP, consisting of slight undersize sections in the upper left corner and the mid-section of the outer 
surface by 0.2 in. (5 mm). This may be due to the more symmetric design of the transition shell can 
section as compared to the lower vessel head can sections. 
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(a) (b)

Figure 48. Side views of the transition shell section before vacuum annealing (a) and after (b) [36].

Figure 49. View of the inner surface of the transition shell section after consolidation by HIP [37].
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After determining that the final dimensions of Article 2 after HIP were acceptable for meeting the project 
goals, although additional machining will be necessary to use Article 1 in the mockup assembly, two 
more sections of the transition shell, Articles 3 and 4 were fabricated for HIP using similar procedures 
[49]. Initially, it was decided that stem ports for filling, degassing, and vacuum annealing of the A508 
steel powder would only be fabricated along the upper section of the transition shell cans. However, 
additional ports were fabricated on the outer surface of the curved transition shell face to assist in the 
vacuum annealing to remove residual gases to reduce risks of bulging. This procedure was implemented 
for Articles 3 and 4. No distortions or bulging of Articles 3 and 4 were observed after vacuum annealing 
at 800°C for 19.75 and 10.67 h, respectively. The vacuum annealing time for Article 4 was reduced based 
upon residual gas analyses conducted for Article 2. Articles 3 and 4 were successfully consolidated by 
HIP. Dimensional measurements showed that the tolerances were found to be acceptable for Articles 3 
and 4 after HIP. 

To evaluate Charpy impact toughness, two capsules were produced for each transition shell section using 
the same lot of powder. For each transition shell section, one capsule was consolidated by HIP upon 
receipt of the powder. The second capsule was consolidated by HIP at a later date and included vacuum 
annealing of the powder. These capsules were used for conducting Charpy impact tests to establish the 
baseline toughness values without vacuum annealing and with vacuum annealing for each transition shell 
section. These capsules were consolidated by HIP independently of the transition shell sections. Details 
on the dimensions, shapes, and weights of the capsules were not provided in the EPRI progress reports.

In addition, three plugs were extracted from each HIPed transition shell section to determine the Charpy 
impact properties in the lower, middle, and upper regions of the HIPed transition shell section. Oxygen 
measurements were also taken directly from the plugs. A witness can was also generated and consolidated 
in the HIP unit simultaneously with the transition shell section. A single Charpy impact toughness value 
was reported for the witness can. Oxygen measurements were taken from each of the witness cans except 
for Article 1. The progress reports did not identify the reason for this exception. Details on the 
dimensions, shapes, and weights of the plugs and witness can were also not provided in the EPRI progress 
reports.

For Article 1, the baseline Charpy toughness values at room temperature for the powder were 84 ft-lb 
(114J) for the non-vacuum annealed powder and 114 ft-lb (155J) for the vacuum annealed powder. Table 
8 is reproduced from the EPRI progress report and provides the Charpy toughness values and oxygen 
measurements of the three plugs and the witness can [86]. The impact toughness values of the plugs and 
the witness can showed values that were lower than the baseline value of 84 ft-lb and scatter in the values 
with location of the plug in the shell component. From this table, the oxygen levels vary with location of 
the plug but do not correlate with the impact toughness values. Again, Article 1 was produced without 
vacuum annealing.
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Table 8. Room temperature Charpy impact toughness values obtained from the three plugs removed from 
Article 1 

that was produced by PM-HIP with no vacuum annealing 

For Article 2, the baseline Charpy toughness values for the powder were 72 ft-lb (98J) for the non-
vacuum annealed powder and 79 ft-lb (107J) for the vacuum annealed powder. Table 9 is reproduced 
from the EPRI progress report and provides the Charpy toughness values and oxygen measurements of 
the three plugs and the witness can [86]. The vacuum annealing conducted for Article 2 reduced the 
scatter in the oxygen levels for the three plugs removed from the upper, middle, and lower sections of the 
shell component. Although the impact toughness values for the middle and lower sections were 
acceptable, the low value for the upper section is of concern for producing heavy-section large 
components of the RPV by PM-HIP using the low alloy A508 steel. 

Table 9. Room temperature Charpy impact toughness values obtained from the three plugs removed 
from Article 2 that was produced by PM-HIP with vacuum annealing 

* corresponds well with capsule toughness value

For Article 3, the baseline Charpy toughness values for the powder were 68 ft-lb (92J) for the non-
vacuum annealed powder and 78 ft-lb (106J) for the vacuum annealed powder. Table 10 is reproduced 
from the EPRI progress report and provides the Charpy toughness values and oxygen measurements of 
the three plugs and the witness can [86]. The impact toughness values of the plugs showed that none of 
the three locations on Article 3 achieved toughness similar to the vacuum annealed capsule. Similar to 
Article 2, a significant drop in toughness was observed from the bottom to the top of the transition shell 
section. From this table, the oxygen levels do not correlate with the impact toughness values.
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Table 10. Room temperature Charpy impact toughness values obtained from the three plugs removed 
from Article 3 that was produced by PM-HIP with vacuum annealing 

* corresponds well with capsule toughness value

For Article 4, the baseline Charpy toughness values for the powder were 87 ft-lb (118J) for the non-
vacuum annealed powder and 104 ft-lb (141J) for the vacuum annealed powder. Table 11 is reproduced 
from the EPRI progress report and provides the Charpy toughness values and oxygen measurements of 
the three plugs and the witness can [86]. As seen in the witness can, a toughness value greater than 100 ft-
lb can be achieved with proper handling and processing. However, the plugs did not achieve optimum 
results. As in Articles 2 and 3, toughness values were reduced from the lower part of the transition shell 
section to the top. From this table, the oxygen levels vary with location of the plug but do not correlate 
with the impact toughness values.

Table 11. Charpy impact toughness values obtained from the three plugs removed 
from Article 4 that was produced by PM-HIP with vacuum annealing 

3. GAP ANALYSIS

The nuclear industry is interested in PM-HIP as an advanced processing method for producing 
components of current generation of LWRs and RPV components of small modular nuclear reactors using 
SSs and low alloy steels. The primary goal of a recent and ongoing R&D project led by EPRI, Nuclear-
AMRC in the United Kingdom, and NuScale Power is to demonstrate that PM-HIP can be used for 
manufacturing large structural components of a SMR vessel from low alloy A508 steel economically and 
with properties that meet or exceed those of wrought A508 steel. Section 3 builds on the information 
presented in Section 2 regarding PM-HIP and its development for nuclear applications by analyzing the 
important challenges and technical gaps that must be addressed to effectively develop and demonstrate 
PM-HIP for the fabrication of heavy-section low alloy steel components for nuclear applications. 

Section 3.1 discusses key challenges in applying the PM-HIP fabrication process to nuclear components, 
with a focus on applications using heavy-section low alloy steel components. Section 3.2 provides an 
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analysis that identifies and prioritizes technical gaps in a series of tables. Finally, Section 3.3 overviews 
the codes and standards landscape relevant to PM-HIP manufacturing for nuclear applications and 
assesses the gaps that must be filled for PM-HIP for heavy-section low alloy steel components for nuclear 
applications.

3.1 PM-HIP PROCESSING

Any manufacturing process, including PM-HIP, has a number of steps that must be completed 
successfully to reliably produce components with sufficient performance for the application. In this 
section, key challenges in applying the PM-HIP fabrication process to heavy-section low alloy steel 
components for nuclear applications are divided into three general areas of powder production, PM-HIP 
process, and properties and performance.

3.1.1 Powder Production

The primary prefabrication step in the PM-HIP process is powder production. The powder production 
process is very important to the success of the overall PM-HIP manufacturing process in producing 
quality components because it provides the starting materials for PM-HIP. The initial powders can 
introduce unacceptable deficiencies, such as contamination, that significantly degrade final component 
performance and cannot be recovered later in the PM-HIP process. Therefore, the powder production 
processing conditions must include careful control of the chemical composition, particularly key 
contamination elements such as oxygen and nitrogen.

Some variation with metal powders produced by different gas atomization companies is expected because 
each will use proprietary processing conditions that influence the composition, size, size distribution, 
morphology, and internal microstructure (including porosity) of the metal powders. Because small metal 
particles have a higher surface area–to–bulk volume ratio compared to that of larger metal particles, they 
will have a higher tendency for contamination by adsorption of oxygen, nitrogen, and water moisture 
from exposure to air. The inclusion of the small particles with the larger particles could introduce 
inhomogeneities in and degrade the mechanical properties of the final component processed by PM-HIP. 
A sieving operation is important for removing the small particle sizes of powder that may be more likely 
to be contaminated. Therefore, to effectively manage composition and contamination, a variety of powder 
quality characteristics should be considered and carefully managed.

This understanding of composition and contamination, as the key factors for powder quality, are 
consistent with the information presented in Section 2.1.1.2. Tables 1 and 2 demonstrate through heat-to-
heat and producer-to-producer comparisons that the most significant variation in elements tends to be 
contamination by oxygen and nitrogen. Furthermore, oxygen and nitrogen contamination, along with 
other interstitial elements such as carbon, have been shown to degrade the impact toughness of low alloy 
A508 steel investigated by EPRI for heavy-section RPV components. The observation that RPV steels are 
sensitive to carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen levels is consistent with the generally accepted knowledge in 
metallurgy that mechanical properties of body-centered cubic (bcc) crystal structures of low alloy ferritic 
steels are more susceptible to changes than face-centered cubic (fcc) crystal structures of SSs because of 
the more complicated dislocation slip systems and lower atomic packing of bcc metals compared to fcc 
metal. 

The quality assurance for powder production is primarily the responsibility of the companies that 
specialize in powder production by gas atomization. Important powder quality characteristics to consider 
are powder composition (particularly contamination elements), particle size, size distribution, and 
morphology, which can impact powder flow. Certification of the metal powder composition should be 
obtained from accredited laboratories that specialize in chemical analysis of powders. Depending on the 
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elements contained in the SS and low alloy steels, these laboratories will use a variety of techniques such 
as x-ray fluorescence, inductively coupled plasma mass spectroscopy, and combustive analysis to 
quantify the amount in terms of weight percent of each element present in the composition. A report 
documenting the chemical analysis should be provided by the powder production company to its 
customer to confirm conformance with the relevant material specification. 

A variety of ASTM standards for analyzing metal powder characteristics (e.g. particle size, size 
distribution, and flow characteristics), are described in greater detail in Section 3.3 below, as well as in a 
recent NIST report [58]. The NIST report assesses testing methods for determining properties of metal 
powders that enable industry to choose the optimum metal powder based on the production method that 
will provide the desired microstructure and properties for the intended application. Key properties 
addressed in the report include to the processes for sampling metal powders and for measuring the size, 
morphology, density and composition of metal powders, as well as measurement of other properties such 
as flow behavior and thermal properties. In addition, existing ASTM specifications specify the 
composition levels and ranges of the elements for several SSs (ASTM A988/A988M), nickel-based alloys 
(ASTM B834), and Cr-Mo steels (ASTM A989/989M) that must be met by each powder manufacturer. 
As described in Section 3.3 below, a similar ASTM specification must be developed for PM-HIP low 
alloy A508 steel. The standard methods for analyzing powder characteristics can then be used to confirm 
acceptability under the ASTM specification for the specific material.

3.1.2 HIP Process

Applying the HIP process to heavy-section low alloy steel components presents several unique 
challenges, including powder handling and storage, can design and fabrication, degassing, scaling up the 
HIP furnace and vessel, and optimizing HIP process parameters. Some of these challenges have been 
effectively addressed through prior experience and R&D activities to date, whereas others continue to be 
active areas of work. In general, powder handling and storage practices are well established, but they 
must be followed carefully to minimize and manage contamination that can degrade final component 
properties. To minimize contamination, it is important that the gas-atomized metal powders are stored in a 
container filled with inert argon or nitrogen gas for shipment and storage prior to HIP.

Scaling up HIP can designs to larger sizes with complicated geometries (including curved surfaces and 
protrusions such as ports for control rod drives) creates a number of potential technical issues. However, 
this challenge has been a key area of work for the EPRI program and has generally been addressed in 
terms of dimensional tolerances. EPRI demonstrated the ability to design and fabricate large steel cans to 
enable successful component fabrication via HIP. In addition, EPRI has demonstrated the effective use of 
modeling and simulation of the steel can design to predict the volumetric shrinkage of the large 
component during HIP [76]. Therefore, this key challenge to scaling up the HIP process appears to be 
largely addressed. The broader challenge of scaling up the HIP process and demonstrating sufficient 
mechanical properties, including toughness, remains to be addressed.

The most significant gap in the HIP process development is the need to determine proper degassing 
treatment of the metal powder enclosed in the steel can to prevent and reduce contamination in the final 
component. This topic is discussed extensively in Section 2.2.3. It is crucial to remove all gas (whether 
inert or contaminant air) from the can before HIP begins. Scaling up the HIP process to larger 
components makes degassing more challenging because there is a greater volume of gas to remove. The 
design plan for fabricating the feedthrough pipes on the steel can is a key consideration when degassing a 
larger component. A significant number of feedthrough pipes is required for very large steel can designs, 
and their location and size must be carefully considered to ensure uniform gas pumping. The type and size 
of the vacuum pump must also be considered carefully. A high-vacuum pump maximizes the obtainable 
vacuum pressure, which improves the molecular flow mechanism of the gas molecules that must pass 
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through available spaces between the metal particles inside the steel can. The size of the vacuum pump 
will also determine the pumping speed, which will influence the time required for sufficient degassing. 
The temperature during degassing must also be considered to prevent contaminant gases from forming 
stronger bonds (e.g., oxides and nitrides) with the metal powder particles.

Once degassing is complete, the HIP cycle must be monitored to confirm that the proper heating rate and 
the specified temperature, pressure, and holding times are maintained for consolidation of the metal 
powder. These optimized HIP parameters are important to ensure full densification, to manage distortion, 
and to achieve the desired microstructure. Following HIP, visual inspections and dimensional 
measurements of the consolidated component must be made. Dimensional measurements are particularly 
important to ensure that dimensional tolerance requirements are met. These measurements also provide 
important validation data regarding distortion during densification that can be used to improve 
simulations and models [36, 49]. An accurate method for obtaining precise 3D measurements relies on 
no-contact scanning laser projections on the surface of the HIP component and a camera detection system 
that records the position of the laser probe. 

In addition to visual and dimensional measurements, witness specimens and protrusions are used to 
validate component quality. ASME Code Case N-834 for PM-HIP 316L SS requires that a protrusion be 
added to the steel can with a length equal to or larger than the thickest section of the large PM-HIP 
component to conduct density measurements, microstructural analysis, chemical analysis, and mechanical 
properties testing. Witness specimens and protrusions should be carefully designed for larger components 
due to the potential for greater inhomogeneities across a large component. Section 2.2.7 provides further 
detail on the use of witness specimens and protrusions to validate component quality.

Finally, post-processing to improve the surface finish is an important step for any application involving 
fatigue or corrosion as potential aging effects. A rough surface can have significant adverse effects on 
fatigue and corrosion performance.

3.1.3 Properties and Performance

Ultimately, the powder production, prefabrication, fabrication, and post-fabrication steps are designed to 
produce a component with sufficient properties and capabilities to perform its necessary functions. For 
nuclear components, key properties and performance characteristics generally include tensile properties, 
impact toughness, SCC resistance, irradiation effects, and aging (e.g., corrosion, wear, thermal aging). 
The component’s operating environment (temperature, stress, chemistry, irradiation) and safety function 
will determine the relevance of these properties and performance characteristics.

Fracture toughness is particularly important for low alloy steels used in RPVs, particularly after 
irradiation. For existing LWRs, extensive programs are in place using surveillance capsules to monitor 
irradiation embrittlement as fluence increases. The safety significance of the RPV makes it critical to 
ensure sufficient pre- and post-irradiation toughness of the PM-HIP low alloy steel materials. EPRI has 
led the development efforts to produce heavy-section large components by PM-HIP using low alloy A508 
steel powder [19, 36, 49, 86]. Early demonstrations by EPRI successfully produced PM-HIP billets with 
tensile and Charpy impact toughness properties that were superior to the minimum ASTM values 
established for wrought conditions of ASME SA-508 Class 3 steel. However, it should be noted that the 
ASME Code Section III Charpy impact toughness requirements are more stringent than those in the 
ASME SA-508 Specification.

Upon scaling up to larger PM-HIP components, problems were encountered that reduced the impact 
properties of the A508 steel. After investigating the issue, EPRI determined that handling, storage, and 
transportation of the A508 steel powder should be improved to minimize the powder contamination that 
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degrades toughness properties. Also, EPRI added a step for vacuum annealing of the A508 steel powder 
after it is loaded in the steel can to help reduce the oxygen level prior to HIP. Implementing the improved 
practices to manage the oxygen level in the powder, EPRI then produced several heavy-section large 
components based on ⅔-scale for the NuScale RPV. As seen in greater detail in Section 2.4, the results 
from the articles built with the modified procedure show some improvements in impact toughness, but 
they  significant variability across the component remains. Some areas show sufficient impact toughness, 
whereas others indicate more marginal properties. This variability in properties may be tied to oxygen 
content, but the issue is still under investigation by EPRI and requires resolution.

Therefore, EPRI is focused on identifying an effective approach to manage oxygen content and produce 
components with sufficient impact toughness. This issue should be assessed closely to ensure that PM-
HIP can reliably produce large components with sufficient impact toughness for their intended 
applications. 

3.2 TECHNICAL GAP ANALYSIS

This technical gap analysis presented below focuses primarily on the issues and concerns with using PM-
HIP for producing heavy-section large components of RPVs with low alloy A508 steel. The components 
produced by PM-HIP in the past using 316L SS are generally smaller in size and weight and have 
undergone an extensive development effort that led to the ASME Code Case N-834 for Class 1 
components. There are more technical issues with using the low alloy A508 steel and producing heavy-
section large components by PM-HIP. 

3.2.1 Powder Production

Importance Topic
Composition assurance of the gas-atomized metal powders

Related in-document 
sections 

2.1.1.1, 2.1.1.2

Ranking rationale Commercial production of gas-atomized metal powders is very mature 
by numerous capable manufacturers, so assurance of an appropriate 
composition is high, resulting in a low importance ranking for this gap. 

Low

Discussion The composition of gas-atomized metal powders must be carefully 
controlled within specifications to ensure adequate properties and 
performance of the final product. Each company uses feedstock to 
correctly obtain the specified composition of the metal powder such as 
SSs and low alloy steels and gas atomization conditions that produce 
spherical or nearly spherical powders with controlled levels of 
contamination. These production processes are well-established and 
mature, which provides strong assurance of an acceptable composition. 
Metal powder production by gas atomization

Related in-document 
sections 

2.1.1.1

Ranking rationale The method of melting the elemental constituents of SSs and low alloy 
steels and the atomization environment can significantly affect the 
quality of the powder and the resulting component properties and 
performance. However, these powder production methods have been 
carefully studied.

Medium

Discussion EPRI has predominantly used air induction melt with IGA to produce 
powder, which may contribute to an increase in scatter of Charpy 
impact properties in low alloy steels [84]. The use of cleaner melting 
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Importance Topic
methods such as VIM may result in lower oxygen contamination levels 
in SS and low alloy steel powders prior to gas atomization as the 
molten stream of metal passes through the tundish [84]. It should be 
noted that in the work performed so far by EPRI and others, air 
induction melt with IGA (nitrogen) for SS powders has been shown to 
be an acceptable method to produce the powder used to fabricate 
pressure boundary components by PM-HIP. However, low alloy steel 
PM-HIP components may benefit significantly from the use of VIM 
powders. VIM IGA powder is two to three times more expensive than 
air induction–melted IGA powders, adding significant cost to the 
fabrication of large components.

Powder particle size distribution
Related in-document 

sections 
2.1.1.4, 2.1.2.3, 2.2.3

Ranking rationale Particle size has tradeoffs in terms of densification and the likelihood 
of contamination. Sieving practices are well-established and adequately 
mature to control particle size and size distribution.

Medium

Discussion Particle size and size distribution can significantly impact densification 
during HIP, as well as the amount of contamination introduced through 
the powder. Generally, smaller particle sizes help achieve higher 
packing density and greater densification after HIP, but they can also 
increase the likelihood of contamination of smaller particles. Sieving is 
an essential activity to effectively control the particle size and size 
distribution. The most important aspect of sieving is to remove the 
lower size range (e.g., -325 mesh, or less than 45 µm for low alloy 
steel) particles, which are more prone to higher surface contamination 
than larger powder sizes because of the higher surface area–to–volume 
ratio. Sieving also ensures a proper size range for filling and packing 
the inside of the steel can, which improves the densification and 
microstructure of consolidated component after HIP. 

3.2.2 HIP Process

Importance Topic
Low Fabrication of heavy-section large steel cans

Related in-document 
sections 

2.2.2, 2.2.8

Ranking rationale EPRI demonstrated that steel cans can be fabricated from design 
specifications for producing heavy-section large components by PM-
HIP.

Discussion The steel used to construct heavy-section large cans may have 
imperfections in wall sections and weld seams that can result in 
abnormal distortions during HIP. It is important that the mechanical 
properties of the steel used to fabricate the large cans include sufficient 
strength and ductility so that the wall thickness can deform properly 
and as predicted by models during HIP based on time, temperature, and 
pressure conditions. The steel can must also be weldable to ensure the 
mechanical integrity of the can during volumetric shrinkage associated 
with HIP. In addition, the can material must be selected to ensure that it 
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Importance Topic
has no deleterious effect on the final product. For ferritic PM-HIP 
components, cans are removed by machining.

Filling the large steel can with the metal powders
Related in-document 

sections 
2.1.2.3, 2.2.2

Ranking rationale Improper filling of large cans may result in nonuniform densification. 
There is limited industry experience with properly filling large cans for 
PM-HIP, particularly for components with more complex shapes.

Medium

Discussion There is limited industry experience with filling heavy-section large 
cans with metal powder to produce components by PM-HIP. Improper 
filling may result in nonuniform packing of the SS and low alloy steel 
powders, particularly in large, complex-shaped steel cans. This may 
result in different local tap densities of the powder inside and cause 
nonuniform consolidation and local density variations of the HIP 
component, which may impact component properties and performance. 
Depending on the complexity of the design and size of the can, a 
shaker table may be used to help ensure that powder fills all sections of 
the can. Physical rotation of the can may also improve the uniform 
flow of powder to all sections of the can. 

Degassing and vacuum annealing of metal powders
Related In-document 

sections 
2.2.3

Ranking rationale Improper degassing conditions may cause contamination of the metal 
powder, and there are no standard methods for degassing

High

Discussion In the EPRI report [37], several degassing and annealing heat 
treatments were performed on the low alloy A508 steel powder loaded 
into heavy-section large steel cans (see Section 2.2.3 for more details). 
The order and conditions of degassing and annealing can  significantly 
impact the amount of contamination retained in the powders. Because 
of its inert nature, cold degassing can remove Ar gas. However, if the 
powder is exposed to partial pressures of air (O and N molecules) or 
oxygen (due to limited purity of Ar gas), then these contaminant 
molecules will adsorb onto the surface of the particles to form either 
physisorbed or chemisorbed bonds that will likely prevent them from 
being pumped out by vacuum at room temperature. At 700°C, bonding 
of the adsorbed O/N molecules may strengthen to form oxides/nitrides 
before the vacuum can pump them out of the can. Therefore, selection 
of the annealing temperature is important. This is a potential concern 
that may lead to degradation of the mechanical properties of the HIPed 
component.

Scale-up of the vacuum system for degassing powders in heavy-section large steel can
Related in-document 

sections 
2.4

Ranking rationale Vacuum degassing has not been effectively demonstrated on the large 
cans needed for heavy-section PM-HIP components and may pose 
unique challenges with scaling up to larger sizes. 

High

Discussion Vacuum degassing is important to reduce contaminant gas molecules 
of residual Ar gas used in handling storage and transportation of the 
atomized metal powder. Multiple feed-through ports and a manifold for 
pumping lines to the vacuum system may degrade the degassing of 
metal powders in the heavy-section large steel can. Effective degassing 
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Importance Topic
methods and procedures must be demonstrated for these larger scale 
applications.

Predicting the volume shrinkage of heavy-section large components during HIP
Related in-document 

sections 
2.1.2.3, 2.1.2.4, 2.4

Ranking rationale EPRI demonstrated that design models for predicting the volume 
shrinkage of heavy-section large steel cans containing low alloy A508 
steel powder HIP densification were accurate with low or no 
distortions [17, 37, 109].

Low

Discussion Accurate prediction of the volume shrinkage is important for producing 
heavy-section large components by PM-HIP with minimal distortion. 
The accuracy of modeling to predict the volume shrinkage of the large 
can will influence the design aspect of the can, including selection of 
material, complexity, and HIP parameters. The combination of accurate 
models and successful fabrication procedures are important to ensure 
consistent production of quality components within specific 
dimensional tolerances given the limited number of heavy-section large 
components that can be produced by PM-HIP. Large complex-shaped 
components may require a demonstration run to verify the HIP 
procedure, including shrinkage prediction and achievement of 
dimensional tolerances.

HIP conditions for heavy-section large components
Related in-document 

sections 
2.2.4, 2.2.5, 2.4

Ranking rationale Improper HIP parameters may affect the densification, microstructure, 
and mechanical properties of the large component. However, optimized 
HIP parameters have been developed for various other applications. If 
post-HIP heat treatment is needed to obtain the optimal microstructure 
and properties, then it should also be demonstrated and performed 
consistently.

Medium

Discussion HIP process parameters (e.g., time, temperature, pressure) must be 
understood and optimized to reduce and eliminate pores to achieve 
high theoretical density of the metal. Proper HIP parameters—
combined with rapid cooling rates through the use of Ar cooling 
systems may eliminate the need for post-process heat treatment. 
Nonuniform densification can occur, depending on the HIP parameters 
for applied pressure, temperature, heating rate, and component size. 
When large component sizes undergo rapid heating rates, preferential 
densification of the metal powder can occur near the can’s surface 
[105], which can result in distortions. 

Witness specimens and protrusions
Related in-document 

sections 
3.1.2, 3.1.3

Ranking rationale The use of protrusions and witness specimens must be implemented 
carefully to effectively correlate with the actual density and properties 
of the heavy-section large component.

High

Discussion Although the use of protrusions and witness specimens are generally 
accepted for measuring the density and mechanical properties of 
heavy-section large components, any inhomogeneities in the 
microstructure of the heavy-section large component from variations 
with tap density of the metal powder, local densification rate, and 
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Importance Topic
cooling rates between the surface and interior may result in witness 
specimen measurements that do not correlate with the actual values of 
the heavy-section large component. It is not clear whether current 
research has sufficiently demonstrated the representativeness of 
witness specimens and protrusions to verify component quality and 
densification.

Can removal / surface finish / processing
Related in-document 

sections 
2.2.8

Ranking rationale Post-HIP surface finish is a potential concern, but the steps for can 
removal, final machining, and surface post-processing are generally 
performed in a manner that makes surface finish similar to that of 
conventionally manufactured components. 

Low 

Discussion A series of secondary and finishing operations is generally used to 
remove the can after HIP and to produce the final component with the 
specified dimensions. Furthermore, surface finish is generally specified 
by the ASME Code or relevant specification. However, if a component 
were proposed to be used without post-HIP machining or surface 
processing (such as peening or grinding), then there would be a greater 
susceptibility to SCC, corrosion, and fatigue that should be addressed 
to ensure that design requirements would be met. If can removal is 
implemented by acid pickling, then the effects of the acid on the 
component surface should be carefully considered. For low alloy steel 
materials, can removal should be accomplished by machining rather 
than acid pickling because of low alloy steel’s susceptibility to acid.

3.2.3 Properties and Performance

Importance Topic
Impact toughness variability of heavy-section large components 

Related in-document 
sections 

2.4, 2.4.2.3

Ranking rationale Low alloy steels produced by PM-HIP must have acceptable impact 
toughness for use in RPV components. Nonuniform oxygen levels and 
other microstructural or compositional variations in these components 
may lead to variations in fracture toughness of the low alloy steel 
component that can be challenging to manage. 

High

Discussion To date, large components produced by PM-HIP have not had 
sufficient impact toughness that is consistent across the component. A 
variety of microstructural or composition variations may contribute to 
this toughness variability, including oxygen contamination. Varying 
oxygen levels may contribute to reduced impact toughness in PM-HIP 
low alloy steel components. EPRI has demonstrated some correlation 
between oxygen levels and fracture toughness within a component 
(Section 2.4.2.3). Control of the oxygen and other contamination in 
PM-HIP–produced large components must be managed effectively 
through the powder production, handling, storage, and degassing 
stages. 
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Importance Topic
Stress corrosion cracking (SCC)

Related in-document 
sections

2.3.5

Ranking rationale SCC of low alloy steel materials in operating LWRs has been fairly 
minimal because of the use of cladding to separate the low alloy steel 
from the water environment. PM-HIP is not expected to significantly 
change the SCC performance in these materials, but test data would be 
helpful to confirm this expectation. 

Low

Discussion SCC is one of the most common failure modes in NPP applications, but 
it has generally not been a significant issue in low alloy steel 
components because SS cladding is used to separate the low alloy steel 
from the coolant. In addition, water chemistry is tightly controlled to 
reduce the corrosion potential of the system.

Fatigue
Related in-document 

sections
2.3.6

Ranking rationale The fatigue properties of PM-HIP low alloy steels are important 
considerations when determining the safety factors of nuclear power 
reactors. 

Low

Discussion Low cycle fatigue is important to consider for lifetime extensions of 
NPPs. Very few publications discuss fatigue of PM-HIP SSs or low 
alloy steels. In a study by Baglion [98], the microstructures, 
mechanical properties, and low cycle fatigue of type 304L and 316L 
were similar or better than that of the wrought SSs.

Irradiation effects
Related in-document 

sections
2.3, 3.1.3

Ranking rationale Irradiation effects, including embrittlement, are a significant 
consideration, particularly for RPV applications. While there are 
approaches to manage irradiation effects such as surveillance capsules, 
the data on irradiation effects, particularly on embrittlement, are 
needed to confidently confirm that PM-HIP materials perform in a 
manner similar to that of traditionally manufactured materials.

High 

Discussion Low alloy steels in the wrought condition are susceptible to irradiation 
effects, including embrittlement, at LWR-relevant temperatures and 
neutron doses. PM-HIP-produced SSs and low alloy steels are expected 
to exhibit similar responses to irradiation, but test data are needed to 
confirm this expectation. 

Other material aging (corrosion, wear, thermal aging)
Related in-document 

sections
2.3

Ranking rationale There are limited data on other material aging effects such as 
corrosion, wear, and thermal aging on PM-HIP materials in LWR 
conditions. 

Medium

Discussion Additional data on other material aging mechanisms would be helpful 
to confirm the expectation that the PM-HIP production process does 
not significantly impact the performance of these materials. For 
example, thermal aging can be highly sensitive to microstructure that 
may be different in a PM-HIP material.
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Importance Topic
Tensile properties

Related in-document 
sections

2.3.2

Ranking rationale The tensile properties of PM-HIP components produced using current 
best practices are typically comparable to or better than those of 
components produced by traditional casting, forging, drawing, and 
rolling methods.

Low

Discussion The amount of data on PM-HIP materials is sufficient to provide 
confidence that tensile properties will be comparable or better than 
those associated with traditional manufacturing methods as long as 
standardized and current best practices are followed during production.

3.3 CODES AND STANDARDS GAP ANALYSIS

A variety of ASTM and ASME codes and standards are applicable to the use of PM-HIP for fabricating 
components for industrial applications. This section outlines the process for adoption of a new material 
into nuclear codes and standards, describes the current state of nuclear and non-nuclear codes and 
standards for PM-HIP, and discusses the gaps in codes and standards that must be addressed to enable the 
fabrication of heavy-section low alloy steel components by PM-HIP.

ASTM Standards for Powder Characterization

A variety of fundamental ASTM standards support the front end of the PM-HIP process related to powder 
characterization. These include standards for sampling metal powders (ASTM B215-10) and for particle 
size and size distribution using the sieve analysis (ASTM B214-07), precision electroformed sieves 
(ASTM E161-00), light scattering (ASTM B822-20), and x-ray monitoring of gravity sedimentation 
(ASTM B761-06). The flow characteristics of metal powders are important when filling the steel can to 
ensure complete distribution of the metal powder into every part of the can. The ASTM standard test 
methods for measuring the flow rate of metal powders consist of using the Hall Flowmeter Funnel 
(ASTM B213-11), the Carney Funnel (ASTM B964-09) and the combined Arnold Meter and Hall 
Flowmeter Funnel (ASTM B855-11). In general, these standards are well-established and sufficient to 
support the use of PM_HIP for heavy-section low alloy steel nuclear components. Standards related to 
powder handling and storage should be developed further to minimize contamination and to consequently 
improve final component performance. This topic could also be addressed in any future ASME Code 
specification for PM-HIP to fabricate low alloy steel components.

Adoption of a New Material into ASME Code for NRC Acceptance

With limited exceptions (See NB/NC/NC-2121), according to ASME Code Section III, Division 1 of the 
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (BPVC), pressure retaining materials must conform to the requirements 
of one of the specifications for material referenced in Section II, Part D. Part D is used as a reference by 
the BPVC construction sections, including Sections I, III, and VIII. Part D provides ready identification 
of materials to specific sections of the BPVC and provides tables of material properties on allowable 
stress, design, tensile and YS values, physical properties, and external pressure charts and tables. The 
material specifications referenced in Section II, Part D are given in Section II, Part A (ferrous material 
specifications) and Section II, Part B (non-ferrous specifications). 

A materials specification may include more than one type of material (e.g., low-alloy steel and SS) and 
several grades within each material type. Part D may identify one or several grades of materials—in an 
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ASME material specification listed in Part A or Part B—as being acceptable for use with a specific book 
section. For a material specification to be adopted into Part A or Part B, ASME Code requires that 
requests for approval typically be limited to materials for which there is a recognized national or 
international specification. Section II, Part D, Mandatory Appendix 5, Guidelines on the Approval of New 
Materials Under the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, provides guidelines on approval of new 
materials under ASME BPVC. In the 2019 Edition of ASME Code, Section II, Part D, Mandatory 
Appendix 5 added Table 5-100, Hot Isostatically Pressed Component Requirements for Austenitic 
Stainless Steels, Austenitic–Ferritic (Duplex) Stainless Steels, Martensitic Stainless Steels, Ferritic Steels, 
and Nickel Alloys. Table 5-100 provides requirements for PM-HIP material approval. 

Once a materials specification is adopted into Part A or B, a material specification and grade to Part D for 
Section III can be added by an ASME Code committee action. 

A few different options are available to provide for use of a material specification not listed in Section II, 
Part D for Section III. The most commonly used option is an ASME code case. An ASME code case that 
references the use of a material specification not listed in Part D for a particular book section uses an 
ASTM specification or a specification issued by another national or international organization as its basis. 
The code case may also list requirements beyond those included in the ASTM or other specification. 
ASME code cases may not be used for nuclear applications unless they are endorsed by the NRC via their 
inclusion in RG 1.84, or on a case-by-case basis by the NRC for those code cases that have not yet been 
listed in RG 1.84. The use of a material specification not listed in Part D could also be approved by the 
NRC as part of its review and approval of a design certification of a new reactor design. 

Current Status of PM-HIP Materials in Nuclear and Non-Nuclear Codes and Standards

Many ASTM standard specifications exist for products manufactured by PM-HIP. For example, ASTM 
A1080 standard specification defines the basic quality control requirements for using HIP to densify 
castings of steels, SSs, and related alloys. The three ASTM PM-HIP specifications of interest to 
manufacture components for NPPs are listed in Table 12 below. There is currently no ASTM PM-HIP 
specification that covers low alloy pressure vessel steels such as A508 or SA-508. 

Table 12. List of ASTM specifications for PM-HIP materials

Applicable 
materials Specification

SSs ASTM A988 Standard Speciation for Hot Isostatically-Pressed Stainless-Steel Flanges, 
Fittings, Valves, and Parts for High Temperature Service

Cr-Mo steels ASTM A989 Standard Specification for Hot Isostatically-Pressed Alloy Steel Flanges, 
Fittings, Valves, and Parts for High Temperature Service

Nickel-based alloys

ASTM B834 Standard Specification for Pressure Consolidated Powder Metallurgy Iron-
Nickel-Chromium-Molybdenum (UNS N08367), Nickel-Chromium-Molybdenum-
Columbium (Nb) (UNS N06625), Nickel-Chromium-Iron Alloys (UNS N06600 and 
N06690), and Nickel-Chromium-Iron-Columbium-Molybdenum (UNS N07718) Alloy Pipe 
Flanges, Fittings, Valves, and Parts

Low alloy steel None

Stainless Steels

ASTM A988-17 covers PM-HIP for flanges, fittings, valves, and other parts for high-temperature service. 
The materials covered include several grades of martensitic, austenitic, age hardening, and austenitic-
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ferritic (duplex) SSs. This specification was first published in 1998 and did not include age hardening 
grades which were added in a subsequent version. After a substantial amount of R&D to support the use 
of SS PM-HIP components for nuclear applications, ASME Code Case N-834 was developed, which 
permits the use of A988, UNS S31603 (316L SS), with additional requirements specified in the code case 
for Class 1 nuclear components. Although this code case was published by ASME in 2013 and it is 
currently approved for use by the NRC in Regulatory Guide 1.84, the code case has never been used to 
fabricate a pressure-retaining component installed in an NPP in the United States. Currently, the ASME 
Code committee is developing an appendix to ASME Code Section III to incorporate Code Case N-834. 
In the 2021 Edition of ASME Code, A988 was adopted, with additional requirements, and is listed as SA-
988 in ASME Code Section II, Part A. Although this specification is now listed in Section II, Part A, it 
has not been endorsed for use by any of the ASME Code book sections other than via Code Case N-834 
for nuclear applications and Code Case 2840 for non-nuclear applications. 

To date, only 316L SS is permitted as described above for nuclear applications. However, several grades 
of SS listed in SA-988 could be approved in the future for use in LWRs, in Section III, Division 1 or in 
Section III, Division 5, for high-temperature advanced reactors. Non-nuclear ASME Code Case 2840 
permits the use of A988, UNS S32906 (duplex SS), with additional requirements specified in the code 
case to manufacture flanges, fittings, valves, and parts in welded construction under the rules of ASME 
Code Section VIII, Division 1, Rules For Construction Of Pressure Vessels, and Division 2 Alternate 
Rules.

Cr-Mo Steels

ASTM A989-18 covers PM-HIP for flanges, fittings, valves, and other parts for high-temperature service. 
The materials covered include 9Cr, 9Cr-1Mo-V (Grade 91), 3Cr 1 Mo, annealed 2.25Cr 1 Mo (Grade 22) 
and normalized and tempered 2.25Cr 1Mo (Grade 22). This specification was first published in 1998. 

In the 2021 Edition of ASME Code, A989 was adopted, with additional requirements, and is listed as SA-
989 in ASME Code Section II, Part A. Although this specification is now listed in Section II, Part A, it is 
not listed in Section II, Part D and has not been endorsed for use in any of the ASME Code book sections, 
including nuclear (Section III, Divisions 1 and 5). However, non-nuclear Code Case 2770 permits the use 
of PM-HIP 9Cr-1Mo-V (Grade 91) for high-temperature service in ASME Code Section I, Rules For 
Construction Of Power Boilers, for components for welded construction. The types of materials listed in 
ASTM A989 have limited use in LWRs with the exception of Grade 22, which could be used in systems 
susceptible to flow-accelerated corrosion (FAC). Grades 91 and 22 are permitted to be used in reactors 
designed to Division 5. However, no PM-HIP specifications are listed for elevated temperature service. 

High-Temperature Materials

For ASME Code Section III, Division 5, Subpart A, Low Temperature Service, pressure-retaining 
materials are required to meet the specifications permitted under ASME Section III, NB-2121. For 
Subpart B, Elevated Temperature Service, several specifications for 304 SS, 316 SS, Grade 22, 800H and 
Grade 91 are listed in Division 5 as permitted materials. However, none of the permitted material 
specifications include PM-HIP–fabricated components. Part D does not cover materials used under 
Division 5, Subpart B. The addition of PM-HIP to Division 5 would mostly likely be accomplished via an 
ASME code case. Division 5 code cases endorsed by the NRC are listed in RG 1.87 Revision 2 
Acceptability of ASME Code, Section III, Division 5, “High Temperature Reactors.” 
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Nonferrous Alloys

ASTM B834 was first published in 1995 and originally covered alloys UNS N08367(AL-6XN) and UNS 
N06625 (Alloy 625). The 2015 version added alloys UNS N06600 (Alloy 600), N06690 (Alloy 690) and 
N07718 (Alloy 718). The specification covers pressure-consolidated powder metallurgy (PM-HIP) for 
pipe flanges, fittings, valves, and parts intended for general corrosion or heat-resisting service. Under 
other specifications, standard product forms of Alloys 600 and or 690 are used in pressure-retaining 
components in all operating PWRs in the United States. 

In the 2021 Edition of ASME Code, ASTM B834 was adopted, with additional requirements, and is listed 
as SB-834 in ASME Code Section II, Part A. Although this specification is now listed in Section II, Part 
A, it is not listed in Section II, Part D, and it has not been endorsed for use in any of the ASME Code 
book sections, including nuclear (Section III, Divisions 1 and 5). Table 13 lists the PM-HIP specifications 
that were adopted into ASME B&PVC.
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Table 13. Adoption of PM-HIP specifications into ASME B&PVC

Applicable materials ASTM 
specification

ASME code case or 
section Nuclear use

316L SS ASTM A988 Code Case N-834
Approved for use by the NRC in 
Regulatory Guide 1.84 for Class 1 
components

Duplex SS ASTM A988 Code Case N-2840
No nuclear approval; N-2840 endorses 
for use under ASME Code Section 
VIII, Division 1

Cr-Mo steels (Grade 91 and 
Grade 22) ASTM A989 Code Case N-2770 No nuclear approval.;N-2770 endorses 

for use under ASME Code Section I
Nonferrous alloys (AL-6XN, 
Alloy 625, Alloy 718) ASTM B834 Section II, Part A

Low Alloy Steels (A508) None None

Not endorsed by any ASME Code 
book sections, including nuclear

Gaps and Path Forward for Heavy-Section Low Alloy Steel Components

The only PM-HIP material currently permitted by ASME Code Section III for nuclear is Code Case N-
834 (316L SS). Additional work will be required to permit other PM-HIP materials for Section III, 
Division 1 or Division 5 use. The developmental work currently being performed by EPRI and others for 
PM-HIP A508 RPVs will most likely be used as a basis to develop an ASTM specification. Once an 
ASTM specification is developed, it is expected to be used as a basis for an ASME code case. 

CONCLUSIONS

R&D efforts over the past 20–30 years by Rolls Royce and EPRI have demonstrated that the PM-HIP 
technology can be used to produce components such as valves, flanges, and fittings for applications in 
nuclear reactors. The PM-HIP manufacturing process begins with the production of metal powders, 
generally by atomization, and they can either be blended together or used separately, with or without 
alloying additions. The metal powder is compacted into a dense solid by compaction at high temperatures 
and pressure, through HIP, for direct densification of the metal powder. Secondary and finishing 
operations are generally used to produce the final part or structural component. 

Components produced by PM-HIP from 316L SSs are fully dense and possess mechanical properties 
exceeding the minimum values listed in ASTM standard specification A988/A988M. NRC has approved 
ASME Code Case N-834 for use in Regulatory Guide 1.84. ASME Code Case N-834 permits the use of 
A988, UNS S31603 (316L SS), with additional requirements specified in the code case, for Class 1 
nuclear components. This represents an important accomplishment for the use of PM-HIP technology in 
the nuclear power industry. 

An EPRI-led team is investigating the use of PM-HIP for producing heavy-section large components of 
the RPV for the NuScale SMR design. Developing PM-HIP for this application involves addressing a 
number of challenges, including scaling up to the size and weight of RPV components and producing the 
low alloy steel components economically and with sufficient mechanical properties, particularly impact 
toughness to meet or exceed that of wrought A508 as well as meeting ASME Code Section III Division 1 
impact toughness requirements. Results obtained to date shown that large heats of A508 steel powder can 
be commercially produced by inert gas atomization, and large steel cans for holding the A508 steel 
powder during HIP can be fabricated. The models developed to predict volume shrinkage of the A508 
steel powder during PM-HIP are accurate based on detailed inspections of the final component shape. 
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A significant technical gap associated with upscaling PM-HIP technology for use with low alloy A508 
steel powder is the inability to produce a component with sufficient impact toughness. Based on research 
to date, it is believed that identifying appropriate degassing and vacuum annealing practices to effectively 
manage oxygen levels in the final component will help improve toughness. There is some evidence that 
the oxygen level in the final component influences the impact toughness properties of the low alloy A508 
steel component, but other factors in the PM-HIP fabrication process may also play important roles. In 
addition, there is a general need to increase the knowledge and experience with using PM-HIP to produce 
heavy-section large low alloy A508 steel components. As this knowledge and experience develops, the 
necessary data can be generated to support development of the ASTM Standards and ASME Code Cases 
needed to enable production of PM-HIP components for nuclear reactor applications. 
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